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On the cover: A simulated roughness pattem (chapter 2), a crack pattem as 
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Samenvatting 

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt het slijpproces geïntroduceerd als een methode om complexe 
vormen te vervaardigen in materialen als staal, keramiek en glas, met sub-micron 
vormnauwkeurigheid en ruwheid in de orde van nanometers. 

De slijpbewerking wordt beschreven als een systeem, bestaande uit de 
bewerkingsmachine en het slijpproces. Ingangsvariabelen van het systeem zijn de 
procesvariabelen. Uitgangsgrootheden zijn kwaliteitskenmerken van het bewerkte 
onderdeel zoals oppervlakteruwheid, vormnauwkeurigheid en integriteit van het 
bewerkte materiaal. 

De aspecten van het machinegedrag en het slijpproces welke van belang zijn 
voor de bereikbare oppervlaktekwaliteit worden besproken en de 
bewerkingsmachines die voor slijpexperimenten zijn gebruikt worden beschreven. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt onderzoek beschreven aangaande de invloed van de 
procesvariabelen op de ruwheid van geslepen oppervlakken (ruwheidsprofielen en 
patronen). Experimentele bevindingen komen goed overeen met de verwachtingen 
op basis van de theorie en een methode om het ontstaan van ruwheidspatronen 
tegen te gaan wordt aangegeven. 

Het is al enige tijd bekend dat elk materiaal, ongeacht hoe bros, kan worden 
verspaand op een duktiele manier (zonder brosse scheurvorming), mits de 
verspaningscondities goed gekozen en beheerst worden. In hoofdstuk 3 worden de 
resultaten van een fundamentele studie gepresenteerd welke tot doel had na te gaan 
welke grootheden van belang zijn voor de overgang van het duktiele naar het brosse 
verspaningsregime. De resultaten van numerieke berekeningen worden vergeleken 
met indrukproeven op glas. Er wordt aangetoond dat een linear-elastisch 
breuk-mechanisch model bruikbaar is om de kritische belasting, waarbij 
scheurvorming optreedt, met redelijke nauwkeurigheid te voorspellen. 

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de invloeden van dominante machine eigenschappen en 
procesvariabelen op de vormnauwkeurigheid bij het contourslijpen besproken. Een 
model wordt gepresenteerd waarmee voor gegeven machine eigenschappen en 
process parameters de haalbare vormnauwkeurigheid kan worden voorspeld. De 
theoretische uitkomsten stemmen goed overeen met experimentele resultaten. 

De theorie geeft aan hoe de bewerkingsnauwkeurigheid kan worden verhoogd. 
Experimentele resultaten tonen de effectiviteit van de voorgestelde methode aan. 



Summary 

The results of investigations into various aspects of precision grinding are reported. 
The first chapter introduces precision contour grinding as a metbod to produce 

complex shapes in steel, ceramics and glass with sub-micron form accuracy and with 
roughness in the nanometer range. The grinding operadon is described as a system, 
consisting of the machine and the material removal process. Inputs of the system 
are the process variables, the outputs are part features such as roughness, surface 
integrity and form accuracy. 

The machine and process aspects, relevant for surface quality, are discussed and 
an overview of the equipment used for the grinding experiments is given. 

In chapter 2, theeropbasis is on theoreticaland experimental work regarding the 

influence of the process variables on the surface roughness profiles measured and 
roughness patterns observed on ground parts. A good correlation exists between the 
theoretical prediedons and the experimental findings and a technique to avoid 
roughness patterns on ground surfaces is presented. 

It is generally known that even the most brittie materials can be cut in a ductile 
fashion under well controlled conditions (ductile regime grinding). In chapter 3 of 
the thesis, a fundamental investigation of the conditions that determine the 
transition from ductile deformation to cracking is presented. 

Simulations are compared with the results of indentation experiments on glass. 
A fracture mechanics approach in conjunction with finite element calculations is 
shown to predict the threshold Ioad for indentation cracking with reasonable 
accuracy. 

In chapter 4, the influence of the dominant machine properties and process 
variables upon the form accuracy of ground parts is discussed. A model is used to 
study the influence of various parameters. The simuiadons are compared with 
experimental results. 

The theory developed makes it possible to determine how accurate the cutting 
edge will follow the intended slide motion for an arbitrary machine and grinding 
process. 

The theory also indicates possibilities to enhance the accuracy of the precision 
contour grinding operation. Experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the 
proposed metbod is presented. 
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1 

1. Precision contour grinding, a systems approach1
• 

1.1. Introduetion to the thesis. 

Precision contour grinding is used to manufacture complex shaped surfaces with 
sub-micron tolerances on dimeosion and form features, and with surface roughness 
in the nanometer regime. Brittie matcrials such as glasses, ferrites and structural 
ceramics can be ground in a ductile regime, where these matcrials are cut much like 
metals. In this ductile regime, little or no damage is introduced in the material, 
resulting in speenlar surfaces and good surface integrity (section 1.5.3). 

To obtain routinely the accuracydescribed (and to strive for even bettel' parts), 
requires a good onderstanding and control of all aspects of the machine, the 
material remaval process and their interaction. 

Precision engineering and machining bas been practiced and improved at 
Philips Research Laboratodes for decades. In the last decennium, the work had 
been mainly of an empirical nature. About 1985, the improvements implemented 
by the pragmatic and ingenious eraCtsmen in our Iabaratory had resulted in 
machines and diamond turning and grinding processes that could produce parts 
with accuracies in the 1 ILm range routinely, and even 0.2 ~tm with special care. 

However, the operations lacked reproducibility and the optica! designers were 
asking for even more accurate aspherical surfaces (0.1 "m profile accuracy in 1985, 

10 nm in 1990). 

lt was feit that to meet these demands, the precision machining operations 
should be analyzed in depth to find out which aspects of thc machines and 
processes would have to be improved; the more obvious dominant error sourees 
were exhausted. 

In 1985 a research program was starled at the Philips Research Laboratmies 
to investigate the diamond turning and grinding operations. The aim was to obtain 
gencric knowledge about the precision machining processes and machine tools, to 

Much of the material in this chapter is based on a rccently publisbed 
review artiele (Franse 1990). 
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make higher accuracy feasible and to transfarm the nature of precision diamond 
turning and grinding from an empirica! art-form to an engineering science. 

The chapters of this thesis are about those parts of the research program 
dealing with precision contour grinding. In the first chapter, the precision grinding 
operation is described as a system, consisting of a machine and a material remaval 
process. Together, these subsystems determine the surface quality of a ground part. 

The quality of ground surfacescan be characterized in many ways, depending 
upon the application. Roughness patterns, surface integrity and form accuracy are 
very distinct aspects of surface quality. 

In the sections of this chapter, the background of the main problems 
encountered in precision contour grinding are discussed and the problems treated 
in following chapters are put in an overall context. 

In subsequent chapters of the thesis, the results of theoretica! and 
experimental work concerning each of these aspects of surface quality (roughness, 
surface integrity and form accuracy) are reported. 

1.2. Thesis scope. 

If the limits of achievable accuracy are to be identified and subsequently 
shifted, the limitations imposed by the machine tooi, process induced errors and 
problems arising from the combination of process variables and the machine tooi 
must be explored. 

The accuracy of a machine tooi is determined by the errors in the linear and 
rotary motions, the (closed loop controlled) machine stiffness, the layout of the 
measurement and control system and the thermal susceptibility of the machine 
structure. These machine tool characteristics and the overall machine tool accuracy 
were determined both theoretically and experimentally for our experimental facility 
(section 1.6). 

The process variables (for instanee spindie speeds, feed rate, depth of cut, 
grinding wheel size and type) determine the roughness generated on ground 
surfaces. In chapter 2 of the thesis, results of theoretica} and experimental 
investigations regarding the roughness generated on the surfaces of steel moulds are 
reported. 

For brittie materials, process variables can be chosen such that material is 
removed in a ductile mode. However, a transition from a ductile to a brittie 
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removal mode is observed, but not fully understood. In chapter 3, a fracture 
mechanics based model is presented for the action of a single grit (indenter) 
penetrating a glass surface. This model explains the phenomena observed in 
geinding and provides a basis to predict a threshold load for grinding that should 
not be exceeded to ensure ductile regime grinding. 

Form errors of ground parts are due to the combination of process variables 
and machine characteristics (section 1.4). In chapter 4, the results of theoretica! and 
experimental work in this field are reported for glass grinding. 

Deflections due to the compliances of the machine structure and the cutting 
edge of the grinding wheel were found to be the dominant sourees of form errors. 
The theory developed makes it possible to delermine how accurate the cutting edge 
will follow the intended slide motion (motion copying ability) for an arbitrary 
machine and grinding process. Based on the theory, a correction metbod was found 
that makes it possible to achieve higher form accuracy, even with resilient grinding 
wheels. 

1.3. Contour grinding compared to other techniques. 

Stowers (1988) presented an overview of the characteristics of various precision 
fabrication processes in terms of removal rates and achievable accuracy. In an 
overview artiele by Franse (1990), the main characteristics of a wide range of 
processes are discussed. When it comes to manufacturing parts with complex 
proflied surfaces such as aspheric optical components, the main "competitors" of the 
grinding process are diamond turning and polishing. 

With diamond turning, slide motions are controlled, and the tooi should ideally 
follow the slide motions completely (Gijsbers 1980). Forces due to the tooi-part 
motion are uncontrolled. Material removal is by direct mechanica! action, thermal 

and chemical effects are of secondary importance. The accuracy is determined by 
that of the lathe and the diamond tooi used. The tooi-part interaction takes place 

in a very small contact area, so vastly different amounts of material can be removed 
from ·adjacent regions of the part. 

In polishing, the load used to press the lap and part together is the controlled 
variable. Lap and part are moved relative to each other with an abrasive slurry 
between them. The abrasive action takes place in a relatively large area between the 
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lap and the part. The material removal depends on the action of many particles in 

contact, averaged over a relatively long time span (dwell time). The material 

removal rate is orders of magnitude lower than with diamond turning. Material 
removal is by combined mechanical and · chemical effects. Large differences in 

removal rate over smalt areas are difficult to realize. Since the load is adjusted 

instead of the cutting depth, polishers need not be rigid like diamond turning 

machines. The relative resilience of polishers ensures that high peak loads cannot 

occur, and due to the low removal rate, polishing is much more subtie and forgiving 

than diamond turning. Polishing is the traditional technique used to manufacture 

spherical components and flats (Fynn 1988) and for these "simple" geometries, the 

form accuracy achieved by polishing is very hard to match. 

Precision contour grinding ranks in between diamond turning and polishing in 

many respects. The machine tooi motions are controlled. 

Compared to diamond turning, the position of the cutting edge of the tooi is 
less certain. At any time, any number between just one and a large number of 

grains can be in contact with the part. Grinding wheels tend to be compliant and 

wear (Shaw -1972), which makes it more difficult to achieve the desired form 

accuracy with grinding than with diamond turning. 

Besides these disadvantages, there are some notabie advantages of precision 

grinding over diamond turning, US:ing small wheels and small deptbs of cut, brittie 

matcrials can be cut in a ductile fashion with material removal being accomplished 

by shearing much like in metal cutting (Bifano 1988). Surface finish can be so good 

that polishing beoomes unnecessary. The grinding process bas the advantage over 
polishing of a much higher removal rate and bas the ability to remove vastly 

different amounts of material from small areas. This makes it possible to 

manufacture complex shapes with high accuracy. 

Concluding, it can be stated that precision contour grinding is especially suited 

to produce small complex shapes in matcrials that cannot be diamond turned. 

For larger opties, ductile regime contour grinding cao be used to produce 

opties more economically than by fracture mode grinding foliowed by polishing. 

Other potentially interesting applications could be found in areas whcre 

current practice is to grind and subsequently polish or lap to remove subsurface 

damage, as in the fabrication of heads for magnetic recording. 
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1.4. The grinding operation as a dynamic system 

Tbe precision grinding operation can be seen as a complex dynamic system (Franse 
1990), in whicb the machine tooi and tbe process are major subsystems (Fig. 1.1 ). 

inputs --- machine tooi process surface quality 

Fig. l.l The machining operation as a closed loop dynamic system with the 

machine tooi and cutting process as subsystems. 

The precision and surface quality tbat can be achieved with a particular 

combination of machine tooi and process variables depend on the dynamic 
characteristics of both the machine and the tool-workpiece interaction. 

Machine tools have mechanical and thermal dynamic characteristics. Quantities 

such as movements or farces are measured and controlled at particular locations 
in tbe machine structure using sensors witb certain sensitivities and accuracies. The 
characteristics of a machine tooi are fJ.Xed in the design and ins tallation stage of the 
machine tooi. 

Process variables tbat affect the tooi-part interaction are chosen by the 
operator, and during the grinding operadon external disturbances also act u pon the 

system. 
Tbe machine behaviour and the tooi-part interaction phenomena influence one 

another mutually and tagether they determine the surface quality of a part. 
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The systems approach can be illustrated for the grinding operation depicted 
in Fig. 1.2 by looking at the dynamics in the most critical direction of motion (the 
z direction, perpendicular to the part surface for nearly flat parts). 

The inputs of the overall system (machine+proeess) are the values of the 
controlled variables (slide and spindie speeds); the overall output is the part. 

Grinding spindie 

\ 

I \ 

grain Grinding tooi 

Fig. 1.2 Simplified contour grinding operation illustrating the dominant features 

of the machine+process dynamic system and the movements during 

grinding. 

Ifthe dynamic behaviour ofboth the machine and the cutting proeess is linear, 
the system dynamics can be described in the Laplaee domain using the block 
diagram in Fig. 1.3. 

Assuming that the material remaval proeess behaves like a simpte spring 

(cutting stiffness kc), a machine infeed (z,.(s)) results in a cutting force (F(s)), 

{1.1} 

The transfer function of the structuralloop of the machine tooi (Gm.(s)) and 
the dynamic compliance of the grinding wheel (Gw(s)) determine the total 
deflection of the machine and cutting edge (ul(s)) due to this grinding force. 

' 
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The actual depthof cut (z.(s)) beoomes the infeed z.(s), minus the sum of the 

machine and grinding wheel deflection u1(s) 

{1.2} 

Suppose a thermal disturbance T(s) acts upon the machine and (filtered by the 

thermal response GmT(s)) causes a deformation of the machine tooi zrts). 
lf such a thermal error motion is not observed by the control loop, it acts as 

a disturbance that is not rejected. 

z. = Machine infeed z. = Actual depth of cut kc = Cutting stiffness 

Gms Machine structure ut = Total deflection IL = Overlap ratio 

dynamic compliance (O<ji.<l) 

Gw = Grinding wheel T = Temperature GmT = Machine thermal 
dynamic compliance transfer tunetion 

F = Grinding force tp = Period of part ~ = Thermal deCormation 

revolution 

Fig. 1.3 Block diagram for the grinding operation of Fig. 1.2. Feedback paths are 

caused by machine dynamics and the overlap between the wheel-work contact 

area in successive revolutions of the part. 
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With a realistic machine tooi, the structural flexibility of a machine tooi Gm.(s) 
will vary with the position of the tool with respect to the part (Tiusty 1981). 

Furthermore, the excitation of the machine tooi by the process forces will 

result in vibrations and the depth of the spiral-like groove ground may become 
undulated in the tangential direction of the part (Kondo 1981, Takasu 1985). Since 
the feed rate (v,.) is low, there is a partial overlap between the grooves cut in 
successive revolutions of the part (Fig. 1.4, the groove depth (h), and the groove 
spacing (f) are indicated as well). During the next revolution of the part (after a 
time delay tP, conesponding to one revolution of the headstock spindie) the tooi 
encounters more or less material depending on the phase of the machine tooi 
vibration during the former revolution of the headstock spindle, thus there is a 

regeneralive effect. 

The variations in contact pressure due to the vibrations may also cause 
waviness around the circumference of the grinding wheel (Sexton 1982), that in 
itself may also amplify the machine tooi vibration level. This regeneralive effect is 
represented in the block diagram by the extra feedback loop that expresses the time 
delay (tp) associated with the headstock spindie speed and the amount of overlap 
(0<1'<1) between grooves cut in successive revolutions of the headstock spindle. 

h 

~~part a) High leed rate, no overlap, 
no vibrations 

c) High leed rate, no overlap, 
tooi vibrations 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

~--
b) Lower leed rate, overlap, d) Lower leed rate, overlap, 

no vibrations tooi vibrations 

-~~~ 
Fig. 1.4 Grooves ground in successive revolutions of the part generally overlap one 

another. The instantaneous depth of cut therefore depetuis on the tooi 
vibrations and the groove ground in the former revolution. 
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By analysis of the denominator of the overall transfer tunetion of the closed 
loop system, combinations of feed ra te, spindie speed and nominal depth of cut can 
be found at which the system is stabie (Merrit 1965). 

If the limit of stability is reached, self generated harmonie movements of the 
machine tooi will occur and chatter marks beoome visible on the part surface. 

In general, stiffer, wen damped machine tools are less susceptible to chatter, 
and designers are always trying to improve these aspects of machine tools. 

The generation of the waviness patterns discussed in chapter 2 is a practical 
example of the interaction between the machine dynamics and the cutting process. 

The form errors (deviations of a desired profile) discussed in chapter 4 are 
also due to the interaction of the machine characteristics (compliance, thermal 
expansion) and the cutting stiffness that, for a practical grinding wheel, often bas 
a non-linear character due to the contact geometry. 

1.5. Quality aspects of precision ground parts for optical 
applications. 

Por a more detailed discussion of the distinction between accuracy of dimension, 
form features and roughness of a part and how these are measured, the reader is 
referred to the extensive literature on this subject (Franse 1990, section 2 and 
references listed there in). Here, a briefdescription will be given of the importance 
of form accuracy, roughness and surface integrity for optical components. 

Lenses in general give rise to imperfect images because of two broad classes 
of errors: geometrical aberrations and diffraction effects. 

1.5.1. Form accuracy and aberrations of opties. 

Form e"ors of opties (and material inhomogeneities in transmissive opties) 
cause geometrical distortions (aberrations) of the image. Some common errors 
(power and coma) can be minimized in the fabrication stage, but often the optical 
system allows one to correct these errors by alignment of the opties. There are 
however, geometrical errors, such as spherical aberrations, that cannot be corrected 
in this way. Spherical aberrations can be minimized by using more lenses that 
correcteach others errors. More elegant (fewer components) is to use lenses with 
surfaces that deviate from an exact spherical form (aspheres) (Braat 1983). 
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To limit the geometrical errors of the imaging system, the optical designer 
specifies the desired forms of the lens surfaces. This is done using a description of 
the surface as a polynomial. The allowable deviations of the coefficients of the 
polynomial terms determine the allowable form errors of the part. The geometrical 
quality of a lens is optically quantified in terms of the amount of phase distortion 
it causes when imaging a particular type of wavefront of monochromatic light. If the 
wavefront distortion caused by a lens due to geometrical errors is below one quarter 
of the light wavelength, the lens is said to be diffraction limited, since diffraction 
effects now limit the image quality. The required form tolerances are inversely 
proportional to the smallest wavelength of light the lens bas to image. The 
tolerances of optical systems in general beoome more stringent for optical systems 
with a larger numerical aperture (NA). 

The numerical aperture of a lens is defined as 

NA -n·sin(u) {1.3} 

where u is the angle defined in Fig. 1.5 and n is the refractive index of the medium 
between the lens and object. 

0.8 

.?:-
"(ij 
c 

0.6 ~ 

0.4 

0.2 

Airy pattem around focal point 

0.61 
NA 

NA: 0.5 
R: 4mm 
n : 1.6 
A. : 785 nm 

1.51Jm 

Distance trom focal point (microns) 

Fig. 1.5 The light intensity distribution around a focal spot, known as the Airy pattem. 
This diffraction pattem is caused by the finite aperture of the lens. 
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Diffraction due to the finite aperture of even a geometrically perfect lens 

causes a light intensity distribution around the focal spot (Malacara 1988) known 

as the Airy pattern (Fig. 1.5). It consists of alternating light and dark circles around 

the focal point 

The smaller the distance between the focal spot and the first dark ring, the 

higher the resolution (or information density) that can be reached with the optical 

system. The resolution depends on the wavelength of light used and on the 

numerical aperture of the lens. The formula in Fig. 1.5 is for a circular lens with 

diameter D. 
The optical wavefront distartion caused by form errors of the lens can be 

assessed rigorously by ray tracing techniques. Analytical translation of an error 

contribution of a particular error souree in the fabrication process to an optical 

error is only possible for a limited number of cases (Braat 1990). Therefore, optical 

specifications are often handed over to the manufacturing engineer in the form of 

an allowable peak to valley deviation of the i deal surface profile. The manufacturing 

engineer can than decide on appropriate equipment and a machining sequence that 

keeps the combination of all errors stemming from the machine and cutting process 

within the allowable error band. 

As staled in section 1.4, this requires knowledge about the machine accuracy 
(section 1.6) and the errors introduced by the combination of machine and tooi 
workpiece interaction, which is the subject treated in chapter 4 of this thesis. 

1.5.2. Roughness of optical components. 

Raughness on the surfaces of opties scatters light in all directions, teading to 

loss of contrast between the light and the dark rings of the Airy pattern. To keep 

the diffraction effects within acceptable bounds, the designer will specify a 

maximum allowable rms (root mean square) value for the roughness of the lens. If, 

for a particular surface, S denotes the acceptable fraction of specular intensity loss 

by scattering, and the roughness amplitude is assumed to be normally distributed, 

the acceptable rms roughness for a lens used in transmission can be estimated from 

(Braat 1990) 

er - {1.4} 
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( l is the wavelength of light used, A n is the dirterenee in refractive indices 
between lens materialand its environment). 

The manufacturing engineer will have to choose bis grinding variables so as 
to generale a scratch pattem that is dense enough and with scratches shallow 
enough to realize this demand everywhere on the surface. This is the subject of the 
study regarding the roughness of ground steel moulds for repHeation of Compact 
Disc lenses reported in chapter 2 of this thesis. 

1.5.3. Surface integrity. 

Many applications besides optical ones demand that some physical property of the 
material under the machined surface is not degraded by the machining operation. 
A first example concerns the magnetic properties of territes used in recording 
heads. Glass lenses used in applications in which powerfut laser beams hit the 
surfaces have to be free of cracks and other defects to avoid damage from the stress 
cycling associated with the thermal gradients in the material during a laser putse 
(Marion 1986). 

If small (up to 10 mm diameter) aspheric glass lenses have to be 
manufactured, this can be done best by precision contour grinding (section 1.3 for 
a comparison to other techniques). Conventionally, glass removal is by brittie 
fracture, and after grinding, the lens surface is left with cracks (typically 10-20 ~tm 
depth). These have to be removed by subsequent polishing. Por small aspheric 
components, this is very difficult, since the form accuracy is easily degraded. Using 
small depthof cuts (order O.ll'm) and low grinding forces, most glasses, ceramics 
and also silicon and germanium can be cut in a ductile fashion, much like metals 
(Broese van Groenou 1978). 

This transition from brittie to ductile material removal bas been attributed to 
mechanical, chemical and thermal effects. In conventional glass grinding, conditions 
can be such that the heat generaled in the contact zone may lead to thermal 
soflening or even melting of the glass (Schinker 1984). In precision contour 
grinding, thermal effects are less prominent (Bifano 1988) and the transition is 
more determined by mechanical effects (the "competition" of fracture and plastic 
flow phenomena). 

If grinding is performed in the ductile regime, no cracks are introduced in the 
glass and specular surfaces are produced that need not be polisbed afterwards. 
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An economie benefit of this procedure is that polishing, usually an operation 

that takes considerable time, is eliminated, which generally reduces the price of the 

component. 

The conditions under which material removal in glass grinding is by shearing 

(ductile regime) are commonly determined experimentally. To enhance the 

fundamental insight into the influence of parameters such as the grain geometry, 

material properties and process variables, a basic study was performed regarding the 

cracking of glass in indentation (chapter 3). 

1.6. Experimental grinding facilities. 

Experiments we re initially carried out on a machine known as the Kolatje (Fig. 1.6, 

Fig. 1.7), named after the Colath production facility used at OUT laboratory. 

Fig. 1.6 

Overview of the first experimental 

facility, the so called Kolatje. 

Fig. 1.7 

Detail of the Kolatje, showing the 

specimen, the grinding spindie and the 

dress facility. 
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It consisted of two hydrostatic slides mounted orthogonaUy (x-z configuration) 

on a vibration isolated granite base. On the slides, air bearing spindies we re 

mounted containing the grinding wheel and the part to be ground. An extra y-axis 

was used to be able 10 move adress spindie (similar to the grinding spindie) up and 

down so the cutting edge of lhe grinding wheel could be contoured and trued. The 

movements of the x and z slides were measured using inductive L VDT (Linear 

Variable Displacement Transducer) probes. 

Initial experiments showed that because of irreproducible behaviour, mainly 

due to lack of thermal stability, lhe machine was unsuited to study the form 

accuracy achievable with precision grinding. 

The Kolatje facility could be (and was) used with success to perform 

experiments for the roughness generation study reported in chapter 2 of this 

thesis. 

Fig. loS The experimenlal diamond turning and grinding fa ci/ity ESDO built as part of 

the research programme. 
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It was decided to built a new experimental facility to study diamond turning 
and grinding, fully compatible with the Colath production facilities (ESDO, 
Fig. 1.8). 

During the construction phase of this machine, numerous measurements and 
analyses were performed on it to establish a complete error budget (Donaldson 
1980) of the machine. This enabled us to distinguish between limits imposed by the 
machine and by the combination of the machine and the process variables. It also 
served to identity the weak spots in the machine that need to be improved to 
enhance the machining accuracy towards the 10 nm precision level. The ESDO 
consists of two orthogonal hydrastatic slides mounted on a vibration isolated 
granite table. The slides are driven by friction drives, and motion feedback is 
provided by laser interferometer measurement systems (8 nm resolution). The 
machine was placed in a well controlled environment (0.04 ·C P-V deviation 
around 20 •C) to improve the thermal stability. The error budget of the machine 
lists 85 error contributions, 10 of which proved to contribute significantly to the 
overall contauring accuracy of the machine. 

Error souree Error (nm) %of~ 
x-slide motions 3.3 1.20 

z-slide motions 3.8 1.38 

Headstock run-out 20.0 7.29 

Reference mirror 0.5 0.18 

Slide compliances 0.5 0.18 

Headstóck compliance 0.4 0.15 

Laser resolution 10.0 3.64 

Thermal errors 30.0 10.93 

Laser errors (refr.index) 6 2.19 

Orinding spindie compliance 200 72.86 

Total (worst case) error Etot 274.50 100 

Table 1.1 Form error budget (z-direction) of ESDO, fora 5 mm diameter ground 
mou/d. 
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The main contributions for a typical diamond ground aspheric mould of 5 mm 
diameter are listed in Table 1.1. 

The total error (Etot) bas been calculated bere by addition of the absolute peak 
valnes of all the contributing errors. In general, this worst case approach is too 
conservative, since not all errors occur simultaneously, and with the same sign. 
Some reprodoeibie error contributions can be corrected for, so the accuracy 
achieved in practice can be considerably better than Etot. A grinding force in z 
direction of 0.2 N bas been assumed (determined experimentally) in the error 
calculations. The error due to the compliance of the geinding spindie is seen to be 
by far the largest single error contribution. 

These machine characteeistics are important for a good onderstanding of the 
theoreticaland experimental results reported in chapter 4 of the thesis. 

1.7. Conclusion. 

In this chapter, the precision geinding operation bas been introduced as a complex 
dynamic system. The specific advantages and problems of precision contour geinding 
compared to other techniques have been discussed. Vaeious quality aspects of 
precision ground parts that are investigated in detail in the following chapters of 
the thesis have been introduced. This introduetion also provides the reader with a 
framework to put the investigations into these different aspects of precision 
geinding (roughness generation, cracking of glass and form accuracy in contour 
grinding) in an overall perspective, 

Since the results of grinding experiments always depend on both the process 
variables and the machine used, the main characteristics of the expeeimental 
facilities used have been presented. 

In the next chapter, the results of theoretica! and experimental work regarding 
the generation of roughness on precision ground parts will be presented. 
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2. Generation of roughness profiles and pattems in precision 
grinding of small steel moulds.2 

2.1. Introduetion to investigation of roughness generation. 

Compact Disc lenses are produced by Philips using replica and injection moutding 
processes (Zwiers 1985, Andrea 1986). These processes require highly accurate dies, 
since diffraction limited opties (section 1.5.1) have to be produced. The moulds 
have an axi-symmetrical, aspheric shape, and are typically less than 10 millimeters 
in diameter. Their form accuracy has to be within 0.1 ,an of the specified profile 
and their surface finish must be better than 20 nm Rms (laser wavelength 785 nm). 

Since the mould material is a hardened steel, precision profile grinding is used 
for the mould production. The grinding operation is carried out using precision 

lathes such as the Colath and the ESDO, described in section 1.6. 
As discussed in section 1.4, the surface quality in precision grinding depends 

both on the process variables chosen and on the machine tooi behaviour. At the 
outset of our research, it was unclear whether roughness generation would be 
predictabie from the process variables alone or whether the machine behaviour 
would be important as welt 

Surface roughness in itself causes scattering of light, teading to toss of intensity 
in the point where the laser beam is focused and broadening of the light intensity 
distribution around the focal spot. lf, however, the roughness shows distinct 
patterns, more serious optical errors can be expected. 

In this chapter the results of grinding experiments and simulations developed to 
investigate the influence of the process parameters and the machine tooi u pon the 

surface finish of ground parts are presented. 

There is a considerable amount of literature regarding the generation of 
roughness in cutting and grinding. The majority of the investigations into surface 
roughness of parts aim to condense the complex information in roughness profiles 
to one, or a few, statistica! parameters, which should of course be relevant for the 
functioning of the part (Whitehouse 1978). 

2 Part of the results reported in this chapter were publisbed by Franse and de 
Jong in 1987. 
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These parameters are then used to control the manufacturing process 
(accept/reject parts, monitor machine and tooi condition). 

For grinding, roughness parameters suggested in the literature to control the 
process are of a statistica} nature, due to the inherent uncertainty regarding the 
number and the shape of the grains that contact the part during a grinding pass 
(Buttery and Hamed 1978, Scott and Baul1979, Konig and Steffens 1982, Yossifon 
1982). 

The unit event in the contact area is the scratching of the part by one grain. In 
view of the uncertainty regarding the grain positions and sizes, it is a natural idea 
to try to simulate the grinding-wheel part interaction as a stochastic process and 
predict the part roughness (Pandit 1982, 1984, 1986, Matsui 1979, Hasegawa 1980, 
Steffens 1983). 

Ifthe shape ofcross-sections ofscratches (in othèrwords the grain shape) would 
be completely random, and the scratch events could be considered to be totally 
independent, the central limit theorem prediets a normally distributed surface 
roughness height and an auto-correlation function that exponentially decays 
(provided the scratch density is high and uniform over the surface). Hamed et.al. 
(1978) showed that if the grain shape is simHar in nature for all grains, this will be 
found back in the form of the auto-correlation function of the roughness profile. 
The characteristics of the grain-part interaction and the spatial distribution of 
grains over the wheel surface would also be reflected in the shape of this 
auto-correlation function (Whitehouse 1978, Chetwynd 1986). 

In an actual grinding operation, conditions are usually such that one position of 
the part is scratched by many grains as the wheel traverses over that particular spot. 
That means that the final roughness profile is the envelope of all these seralehes 
(Batheja 1977, Sayles and Thomas 1976). 

The importance of the dressing and trueing procedure used has been emphasized 
by a number of investigators (Hasegawa 1980). Some have taken measured grinding 
wheel profiles as the basis for roughness generation simuiadons (Suto 1981). 

Based on the literature mentioned above, roughness measurement and 
determination of profile stadstics seemed to offer possibilities for better process 
control. It was decided to investigate this by experiments and simulations for the 
precision contour grinding process. 
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2.2. Description of grinding experiments. 

The experiments reported bere are carried out on the machine known as the 
Kolatje, described in section 1.6. 

Typical spindie speeds were 40.000 rpm and 300 rpm respectively for the 
grinding and the headstock spindle. 

Although our numerical control offers contauring facilities, we limited ourselves 

in these experiments to the geinding of flat surfaces since the interest is directed 
bere at the effects of process parameters and high frequency machine tooi 
behaviour upon surface finish. 

The workpiece material is ferritic stainless steel, heat treated to a hardness of 
50 Rockweil C. The cylindrical test piece bas a diameter of 10 mm. 

When grinding a real mould, the geinding operation consists of a program of 
consecutive passes of the geinding wheel over the surface. The machine infeed is 
diminished in successive passes, and the program is concluded by a number of 
passes in which no additional depthof cut is given (spark-out). The idea bebind this 
procedure is to first ensure the correct shape of the part and then to diminish 
roughness while maintaining the form accuracy. Often, the form accuracy is realized 
using a geinding wheel with a relatively hard binder, and the fine finish is achieved 
subsequently with a much softer grade wheel. 

Since the effects of various process parameters upon the surface finish easily 
become obscured by this procedure, we experimented not only using this procedure, 
but also one in which we first ground a flat with good surface finish using the 
procedure described before, or altemativety we used a polisbed flat to start with, 
and then made just one or a specified number of additional geinding passes with a 
certain machine infeed. Typical grinding wheels used consistedof resin bond wheels, 
8 mm in diameter, containing natural diamond grains, with an average grain size of 
7 ~tm. 

2.3. Experimental results. 

Surface roughness can be measured and characterized in manyways (Thomas 1982). 
Optical and mechanica) methods were tried in the current study. Both have their 
specific merlts and shortcomings. The optical methods (Schlieren method, 
interferometric profilometry) are good at showing errors with spatial wavelengtbs 
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of about 5 "m and larger. Smaller details such as scratches made by individual 
grains, protruding typically 0.2-0.3 times their diameter above the wheel binder 
surface cannot, however, be seen. Therefore, stylus measurements were made using 
a Talystep measurement apparatus equipped with a special diamond tip having a 
tip radius of less than 0.1 ~. The stylus was positioned at an off-center position 
on the specimen and a (nearly) tangential) profile was recorded (Fig. 2.1). 

Fig. 2.1 

Axis of stylus rotation 

"'60mm 

The Talystep apparatus was used to record roughness profiles in tangential 
direction on precisüm ground parts. 

Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 give examples of ground specimen as seen under 
a microscope. 

The individual scratches (Fig. 2.3) form intricate patterns on the surface. These 
are regular and curved in some areas, and appear more random in other areas of 
a surface. 

The optical measurements do not show these patterns clearly because they 
contain, in general, a lot of high spatial frequencies (small wavelengths). 
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It is evident that roughness profiles in the tangential direction can be expected to 

show different periodic features depending on the radial position at which the 

measurement is made. An example is given in Fig. 2.5. 

This tangential profile (Fig. 2.5) shows undulations (waviness) of the surface in 

the coarser region of such a roughness pattern. On different ground surfaces, 

various types of roughness patterns were observed. These patterns will be discussed 

in detail in section 2.4.1. 

Fig. 2.2 Surface of a ground specimen. lndividual scralches cannol be seen al lhis 

low magnification. The overall pattern they farm is evident. 
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Fig. 2.3 

Fig. 2.4 
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Surface of Fig. 2.2, at higher magnification. Individual scratch es are 

visible. The uneven scratch distribution results in the roughness pattern 

observed in Fig. 2.2. 

Another surf ace at intermediate magnificat ion, showing a different pattern. 

In experiments, identical machine settings would give different pattems. 
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Roughness profile in tangenrial direction over the surface of Fig. 2.2. 
The profile is made over a coarse part of the pattem in that figure. 
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The information present in a roughness profile z(x) is often extracted in the 
form of statistica! parameters such as the arithmetic or center-line average Ra, the 
root mean square average Rms, the peak-to-valley height Rv power speetral density 

G( b> ), auto-correlation tunetion R(T) and moments ofthe height distribution ofthe 

profile (Thomas 1982). We processed the measured data on a mainframe computer 
with software that enables us to calculate a variety of roughness parameters and 
offers good grapbic facilities. 

There is in our case no obvious parameter that stands out from the abundance 
of statistica} properties that can be determined trom a surface profile to try to link 
the process variables to the quality of a surface. 

Ra• Rms and R1 values can be compared for different specimen, if tangential 
profiles are measured at the same radial position, and provided the overall 
roughness pattem is similar in that region on those specimen. 
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The same holds true for statistica! properties derived from the auto-correlation 
function or the power spectrum of a roughness profile. 

It was decided that if the influence of grinding process parameters upon surface 
finish was to be understood, the first step shouJd be to understand how the 
roughness patterns on the ground surfaces are generated. 

2.4. Kinematic simulation techniques. 

Fig. 1.2 shows schematically the movements durin~ the grinding experiments. The 
unit event in the interaction between the grinding wheel and the workpiece surface 
is a single grain protruding from the circumference of the wheel, scratching the 
surface. 

The surface finish of the part results from the convolution of these unit events 
as the interaction proceeds. Two types of simulations must be distinguished: 

A single·grain simu/ation was developed to understand the generation of the 
experimentally observed roughness patterns on the surfaces. 

In this simulation the positions of successive scratches made by one single grain 
protruding from the wheel surface are calculated. This simulation gives sufficient 
detail to look at the influence of kinematics on roughness patterns on the surface. 
Since the effect of only one grain is considered, this does not provide enough 
information to study the surface roughness at a particular spot on the surface. 

A mufti.grain simu/ation was used to investigate how the roughness in tangentlal 
direction at a eertaio radial position on the surface is generated. This simulation 
takes into account the effects of kinematics and all those grains that protrude 
enough to make contact with the surface as the wheel moves radially over the 
surface. These profiles can directly be compared with those measured 
experimentally. 
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2.4.1. Single-grain simulation or roughness pattems 

Soppose there is only one grain on the wheel perimeter that scratches the surface. 

We assume the Iength of this scratch to be constant at every position on the 

surface. The grinding wheel rotates at a speed Nw and the part at a speed NP (both 

in rpm). 
The part will have rotated (clockwise) over an angle <P in the time (lw) it takes 

the grinding wheel to complete one revolution and the single-grain comes in 

contact again. 

60 t--
"' N". 

{2.1} 

{2.2} 

In this same time fw, the grinding wheel bas moved towards the center of the 

workpiece by an amount depending on the velocity of the slide (the feed rate vJ. 

The relative positions on the part surface of successive scratches can thus be 
determined from kinematic considerations alone. 

If the part has rotated once, the number of seralehes made on it is calculated as 
the ratio of the angular veloeities of wheel and workpiece. In general, this is not an 

integer number. Scratches made during the next revolution of the workpiece will 

therefore be shifted over an angle {3 (Fig. 2.6) with respect to those generated in the 

previous revolution (mod denotes the non-integer fraction of the speed ratios). 

p - mod (~]·• {2.3} 

A computer program was written to calculate the position of successive scratches 

for given angular veloeities of wheel and workpiece and a given feed velocity of the 

wheel along the surface. 

Fig. 2.6 shows a first example of a scratch pattem that was calculated in this 

manner, assuming constant values for the angular veloeities of grinding wheel and 

part. It is noteworthy that the simulations are carried out using low values for the 

angular veloeities of wheel and part. This limits the absolute number of scratches 

during a simulation to a reasonable amount. 
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Fig. 2.6 

Chapter 2 

Simulated roughness pattem The part rotated at 2 7 rpm, the grinding 
wheel at 120 rpm. Both angular speeds were assumed constant. Feed 
rate V1 =10 pm/s. 

The roughness pattems can still be studied with these low speeds, since for these 
it is the ratio of grinding wheel and part speed that is relevant. 

After a number of revolutions of the workpiece n, given by, 

N -n·N w p 
{2.4} 

(nis the smallest integer for which eq. {2.4} is valid), the scratches are positioned 

once more at the same f/J positions as n revolutions of the part before. Due to this 

geometrical effect, waviness of the part with a period A. r 

À - n·t ·v T p X 
{2.5} 

can be expected in the radial direction if only one grain (or a small portion of the 
grinding wheel) is actively cutting the surface. This periodicity (wavelength) can be 
considerably longer than the "basic" period in radial direction (f) caused by the 

combination of the feed rate V1 and the angular velocity of the part (Np)· 
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{2.6} 

The simulated spiral pattem of Fig. 2.6 does not explain the curved patterns 
observed on the test specimens (Fig. 2.2 for example ). During a number of 
experiments, the grinding forces were measured. A decrease in the grinding force 
F from typically 0.2 to 0.02 N was observed as the grinding wheel moves from the 
perimeter towards the center of the specimen (chapter 4). This implies a variadon 
of the torque exerted on the grinding spindie and the specimen. It was decided to 
simulate the effect of small position-dependent variations in the speeds of the 
spindies with the simulation technique. 

Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 show examples of simulated patterns that were obtained 
assuming linear changes in either the wheel or the worlcpiece angular velocity as a 
function of the radial position (x) of the grinding wheel with respect to the part 
center. From these figures it is seen that the sign of the curvature of the patterns 
depends upon whether the angular velocity of wheel or workpiece changes, and 
whether the angular velocity increases or deercases with the radial position. 

The "curvature" of the pattem depends on the rate of the spindie speed 
variations. The variety of patterns observed experimentally and the fact that on one 
surface the curvature may change sign very rapidly (rapid variations in the curvature 
of the pattern, Fig. 2.4) lead to the condusion that in the experiments variations 
of the angular speed of either the wheel or the workpiece spindie (or both) must 
have occurred. 

In a number of experiments the angular speed of the workpiece was measured 
and this was seen to fluctuate slowly about 1 rpm during a grinding pass. The 
rotational speeds of grinding wheel and workpiece are such that this is already 
enough to make the angle f3 fluctuate between 0 and c/J radians. 

The nominal value of /3 between positions of scratches is determined by the ratio 
of the nominal angular velocities. 

This implies that a very small varlation of the workpiece spindie speed bas the 
sameeffect on f3 as a much larger fluctuation in the angular velocity of the grinding 
spindle. 

The simulations show that circumstances may easily arise in which the scratch 
density along a circle on the workpiece surface fluctuates. 
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A situation where the scratches made in successive revolutions of the wheel 
virtually coincide (/:J...O) causes undulations on the workpiece, seen in some of the 
stylus measurements, for instanee the tangendal profile in Fig. 2.5. 

Unbalance of the grinding spindie can cause a simHar effect, but in this case, the 
undulations were absent on other areas on the same specimen surface. This 
kinematic effect also promotes vibration of machine tooi components such as the 
grinding spindie (regenerative effect as discussed insection 1.4). 

The remedy to this problem follows trom the results presented: a slight change 
of the part (or grinding spindle) velocity can be enough to alter the value of {3 

drastically, and this can be used to avoid the development of these undulations. 

In practice, when the undulations start building up, the vibration level on the 
machine tooi (monitored with an accelerometer on the grinding spindle) increases 
slightly. A minor adjustment of the headstock spindie speed by the operator proved 
to be enough to prevent the undulations in tangendal direction trom building up. 

Another measure to achieve the same result automatically is to feed a small 
random signal to the headstock rotary drive mechanism so that the phase relation 
(the value of {3) between part and grinding tooi constantly fluctuates. 

Fig. 2.7 Simulated scratch pattem. Constant part speed (2 rpm). The wheel speed 

decreased linear with the radial wheel position x (N,.,=l20-x, x in mm). 

Feed rate vx=3 p.m/s. 
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Fig. 2,8 Simulated roughness pattern. Wheel speed 120 rpm. Part velocity: 

NP=1.7rpmfor x>2 mm, NP=l.7-0.02·xforx<2 mm. Feedrate vx=1 

p.m/s. 
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The fact that the single-grain simulations show patterns that correspond very 

well with those experimentally observed indicates that in this type of grinding, a few 

highest grains along the wheel perimeter dominate the overall appearance of the 

surface. 

2.4.2. Multi-grain simulation or roughness profiles. 

The multi-grain simulation provides information complementary to that obtained 

by the single-grain simulation (section 2.4.1). The single grain-simulation reveals 

overall roughness patterns on the surface; finer details of the surface roughness 

become apparent with the multi-grain profile simulation technique. 

The aim of this simulation technique was to take into account the effects of as 

many of the process parameters as possible and to determine their relative 
importance for the roughness generated anywhere on the part. The situation during 
the grinding operation is represented in Fig. 2.9. 
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The part is, for the moment, assumed to be perfectly flat. Consider a circular 
track on the surface (radius R, its center coinciding with that of the part). lf this 
track is unfolded we obtain a profile with a length (L) 

{2.7} 

This profile is represented in the computer as a numerical array. The value of 
the array elements represents the profile height (z) at equidistant points along the 
profile, spaeed 0.1/Lm. 

An arbitrary grinding grain protruding from the circumference of the wheel may 
or may not come into contact with the surface during a revolution of the grinding 
wheel. Such a grain is characterized by its equivalent radius (Fig. 2.10), its 
protrusion height and its angular position on the wheel perimeter. 

Grinding Simulation 

Profile of surface 

llTTîlllllllrlllllll 

After a tew revolutions 
of the tooi 

mmmnmmm 

Fig. 2.9 Schematic view of the movements during grinding and the development of 

a tangendal roughness profile in the multi-grain simulation. 
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If a grain oornes in contact, it will scratch the workpiece. The intersecdon of this 
scratch with the circular track on the workpiece will depend upon the depth of cut, 
the instantaneous value of the eccentricity of the spindie in its bearings due to 
unbalance of the wheel, the grain geometry and the position of the wheel with 

respect to the center of the piece. 
The shape of this intersection is approximated as a triangular area as indicated 

in Fig. 2.10. 

reality approximation 

z; A 

--~---~-:-·--
surface 

Fig. 2.10 The intersecdon of a scratch and the simulated profile is calculated 
from the cutting depth Z; and the equivalent radius Reqt 

The position of points A, B and C are calculated from the factors mentioned 

above. The reference height Zrer in Fig. 2.10 is determined from the actual depthof 
cut (Za) of the wheel, the initia! average height of the surface profile (z..,..g) and the 
maximum protrusion height of grains along the grinding wheel perimeter (um.J· 

{2.8} 

The protrusion height (ui) of a particular grain is calculated with respect to this 
reference height Biastic effects and side flow of material are not taken into account 
in the simulation. 
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The scratches are accounted for in the profile by modifying the values of the 
appropriate array elements. If the workpiece bas made one complete revolution, the 
same grinding grain comes in contact again and makes a new scratch. The position 
of this scratch relative to the former one is determined by the angular veloeities of 
wheel and workpiece, and the radius of the circular track (R) under consideration. 

Until now, we have looked at the action of just one grain protruding from the 
grinding wheel perimeter. The multi-grain simulation takes into account the fact 
that there are more grains protruding from the perimeter. They will have different 
shapes and may wear as a result of the scratching action. In this manner a 
tangential profile of the surface is built up by the successive contacts between 
multiple grains and the workpiece. 

A schematic overview of the simulation program is given in Fig. 2.11. Three 
stagescan be distinguished duringa simulation: Input, Interaction and Output. 

Grinding simuiatien 

INPUT 1----IINTERACTION 1----1 OUTPUT I 

..---

' Profile 
newor ~ ~ Profile 

of 
surface 

existing .----------, 
Calculate 
effects of 

grain-workpiece 
interactions 
on profile 

'-------'~ 
r---~~~ r------, 
Grinding tooi 
generata or 
existîng 

• (_ 

Grinding 
tooi 

I 

------' 

Fig. 2.11 Schematic overview of the multi-grain simu/ation program to calculate 

tangendal roughness profiles. 
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The program reads the initial part roughness profile from an input file. This 
enables the user to assume an initially perfect flat surface, or altematively a profile 
that was created in a former simulation (to study the effect of fine grinding after 
rough grinding for instanee ). 

The input file from which the profile data are being read bas the same format 
as those of real profiles measured with the Talysurf and Talystep apparatus. 

This enables the analyst to use the same software to calculate the statistica! 
parameters of the simulated profiles. lt also makes it feasible to incorporate a 
model for the compliance and dynamics of the system and study the effect of initial 
waviness and roughness. Process parameters such as the depth of cut, angular and 
feed veloeities and also the shape (out of roundness, runout) and unbalance of the 
grinding wheel may be specified. 

Initially, it was attempted to measure grinding wheel profiles (using both optica! 
and mechanica! methods) as a basis for the simulations. Unfortunately, the 
interpretation of the wheel profiles was very difficult, it was virtually impossible to 
distinguish between binder and grains. 

Therefore, for the simulation, a grinding wheel profile is determined by looking 
at the wheel composition. The average and the varianee of the equivalent radii of 
the grains, the weight percentages of grain, binder and porosity in the wheel and 
its diameter are specified. With these numbers the average distance between 
adjacent grains is calculated. In the next step, a file is created containing the 
position, shape and protrusion height of the grains which are assumed to tie on the 
circle of the wheel perimeter. This is done by drawing random numbers from the 
specified distributions of the grain radii (Gaussian, Raleigh or log normal) and 
determining their positions on the perimeter, assuming the distance between 
adjacent grains to be distributed normally around the calculated mean value. The 
effect of the dressing and trueing operation is taken into account by removing from 
the file all grains that protrode more than 0.4 times their equivalent diameter above 
the binder. The user mayalso specify a wear factor. In that case the protrusion 
height of the grains is diminished after successive contacts with the workpiece, while 
their equivalent diameter is kept constant (linear wear law). This effectively 

simulates the blunting of grains as grinding proceeds. Instead of generating a wheel 
in this manner, it is also possible to use a file representing an existing wheel 
surface. 

This option is useful to simulate the particular effect of one process parameter 
with exactly the same grinding wheel, or to simulate the effect of partienlar aspects 
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of the wheel, such as one very large grain or evenly distn'buted, equal-sized grains 
etc. 

Once the input is read in, the interaction phase of the simulation starts. The 
effects of successive contacts between protruding grains and the profile are 
calculated by the method discussed above. 

In the output stage of the simulation, files are made of the resultant tangendal 
surface roughness profile and of the wheel surface used in the simulation. Both can 
be used again as input for further simulations. The roughness profile can be studied 
in more detail with the software written for the characterization of surface 
roughness. 

Notwithstanding the fact that a number of simplifications had to be introduced 
in the multi-grain simulation, the technique offers many possibilities to investigate 
the effects of various process parameters upon surface finish. It offers the 
opportunity to change one variabie at a time and study its effect. This is setdom 
possible in real geinding experiments. 

2.S. Comparison of simulations and experiments. 

The examples of simulations presented here were chosen from a large number of 
simuiadons performed to investigate the effects of different process variables. These 
particular results were selected because they can be compared directly with the 
results of the grinding experiments. The results and conclusions of some other 
simulations and experiments will also be discussed briefly. 

Fig. 2.12 shows the result of two simulations. In these, the same process 
parameters and geinding wheel were used in both simulations. The only difference 
between the two simuiadons was the radius R of the circular (tangential) track 
under consideration. 

The simulated profile with the larger radius (R=0.2 mm) in Fig. 2.12 clearly 
shows a deepest scratch, made by the grain that protrudes most from the grinding 
wheel surface. Next to that we see some more seralehes produced by other active 
grains. After a distance 

2·n ·R·N l- p {2.9} 
Nw 
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tbe profile repeats. Tbis is tbe distance 1 whicb the workpiece moved in tangential 

direction during one revolution of tbe grinding wheel. 

In tbe simulation using tbe smaller radius (R=O.l mm), the periodicity is a 

factor 2 smaller. Because of the lower tangentlal velocity of points on tbe part 

surface closer to tbe center, the seralehes made by successive grains on tbe wheel 

perimeter are spaeed closer and some have started to overlap. Precisely tbe same 

effect can be obtained if the radius R is kept constant and the angular velocity of 

the wbeel is increased by a factor two. 

Simulated Profiles 

R 0.1 mm R = 0.2 mm 

10.0 

Ê 
2: 

t 8.8 t 
N 8.4 N 

60 80 
8.0 

(1Jm) -(IJm) 

Fig. 2.12 Two tangential proftles, simulated using the same "toor and "machine 
settings". The radius (R) of the circle on the part consi.dered as profile was 
different. 

A more abstract formulation of this condusion is to say that the speetral content 

of the surface profiles constantly changes witb tbe radial position of the profile. 

Tbis implies that for tbis partienlar way of grinding, the information contained 
in tbe spectrum and auto-correlation function of surface rougbness profiles caooot 

be easily used to monitor the process and judge surface quality. 
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From these simulations yet another conclusion can be drawn. Increasing the 
angular velocity of the wheel, or moving closer to the center of the piece will result 
in a decrease of the number of visible scratches within the characteristic wavelength 

1. In shop practice it is often heard that in precision grinding it is just one, or at 
most a few, of all the grains along the wheel perimeter which do all the work. The 
results of the simulations indicate that this is not so. Other grains are active as welt 
and they do remove material. However, the final profile is the envelope of all these 
scratches, many of which overlap. Especially with high cutting speeds, and near the 
center of the piece, the only visible imprints left on the surface are those made by 
the few highest grains. 

Fig. 2.13, Fig. 2.14, and Fig. 2.15 show results of stylus measurements in the 
tangendal direction at various radial positions on a specimen. The periooicity in the 
profiles is indicated. The Talystep apparatus measures along a circular are with a 
radius of 60 mm (Fig. 2.1), so the measurement deviates from the intended 
tangential profile. The deviations are largest in the beginning and at the end of the 
measured profiles. In these regions the periodicity of the profiles is therefore less 
prominent. 
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Fig. 2.13 Talystep profile, measured in tangential direction, R=l mm, on ground 

surface of Fig. 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.14 Talystep profile, measured in tangendal direction, R=2 mm, on ground 
surface of Fig. 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.15 Talystep profile, measured in tangential direction, R=3 mm, on ground 
surface of Fig. 2. 2. 
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The calculated ( eq. {2.9}) and measured characteristic wavelengtbs (À) at 

different radial positions are given in Table 2.1. Within the experimental error 

bounds, the agreement between experimental and calculated values is good. 

R (mm) Calculated Measured 

wavelength (l'm) wavelength (l'm) 

1 47 52 +/- 7 

2 95 96 +/- 8 

3 142 139 +/- 10 

Table 2.1 The calculated and measured values of the characteristic wavelength 

of tangenrial roughness projiles. 

The effect of grinding grain wear was simulated assuming a protrusion height 

that decreases linearly with the number of times a grain bas contacted the part. The 

simulations predicted a gradual, steadily diminishing peak-to-valley roughness value 

Rt. In practice, a grinding wheel wears rapidly over a short time right after 

dressing/trueing. After that, the wear rateis much lower for quite a while. Finally 

the wheel beoomes so blunt that reconditioning is necessary. 

During the initial run-in wear period, precision contour grinding is impossible 

since the wear affects the contour accuracy (chapter 4). In the following low-wear 

stage, the wear during one grinding pass does not have a noticeable influence on 

the roughness profiles at different locations on the part. 

This condusion regarding the small influence of grinding wheel wear in the 

stabie wear regime does of course depend on the fact that we ground small 

diameter parts, and also on the wear resistance of the particular resin bond grinding 

wheel used. 

The multi-grain simulation prediets a slight decrease in the peak-to-valley value 

of the tangential roughness profile as we move from the edge of the part towards 

the center. 

Evaluation of the peak-to-valley roughness value (Rt) of experimental profiles 

taken at various radial positions of the surface indeed did show a gradual decrease 
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as the center is approached, provided the roughness was not increased by machine 
tool vibrations during the pass. 

All in all, the peak-to-valley roughness value Rt was found to be the most 
reliable indicator of the surface quality as a tunetion of the process variables. 

However, the peak-to-valley roughness value was found to be mainly determined 
by the largest difference in protrusion height of active grains. This illustrates a very 
important condusion regarding this type of grinding: The peak-to-valley roughness 
of a ground surface very much depends on the run-out of the grinding wheel and 
the deviations in size and protrusion heights of active grains. 

Thus, the conditioning of the wheel is extremely important. If there are a 
thousand active grains, the result is optimal if they all protrude the same amount 
from a perfectly round wheel. One single outlier however, and the peak-to-valley 
roughness value is severely increased, notwithstanding the other 999 optima! grains. 

The peak-to-valley roughness value is therefore a very stringent quality indicator. 

1t is doubttul whether one pedodie deep scratch severely degrades the optical 
quality of the surface, particularly in view of the small fraction of the total surface 
area involved (the deep scratches compared totherest of the surface). Therefore, 
from a tunctional point of view, the peak-to-valley roughness is probably a too 
severe quality control criterion. However, a person inspeeling a surface under the 
microscope is perceptive for, and attracted by, this kind of flaws on the surface. 

Once the attention of the observer is "focussed" on these local defects, the 
inclination to grade the surface quality as insufficient becomes large. 

2.6. Conclusions. 

- A kinematic single-grain simulation metbod was used to study the surface 
roughness patterns experimentally observed on ground surfaces. 

- With the single-grain simulation, the scratch density is too low to evaluate the 
surface roughness, but the technique was very successtut in predicting the effect 
of (low frequency) spindle speed fluctuations on the shape of the overall 
roughness patterns observed on ground specimen. 

- Experimentally, it was found that roughness patterns also promote machine toot 
vibrations. This leads to undulations in tangendal direction on surfaces as a 
result of the patterns amplifying the machine tooi vibration leveL 
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- These undulations can be avoided by deliberately introducing slight fluctuations 
of the headstock spindie speed. This disturbs the phase relation between the 
grinding wheel and the part. 

- Fine details of local surface roughness as a tunetion of the process variables 
were studied using a multi-grain simulation technique to generate tangential 
roughness profiles. 

- For the grinding process investigated bere, the surface speed of the part 
deercases while the grinding wheel moves towards the part center. This implies 
that the speetral content of tangential roughness profiles changes continuously. 

- This changing speetral content complicates the use of numerical parameters 
derived from the power spectrum and/or auto-correlation tunetion of the 
roughness profile for process control purposes. . 

- The peak-to-valley roughness of surface profiles was found to be a very sensitive, 
but perhaps unduly severe indicator for the surface quality of ground parts. 

- The peak-to-valley value Rt of the tangential roughness profiles is determined 
by: 
- The shape (total run-out) of the grinding wheel (indicating the importance of 

the dressing/trueing operation ). 
- The maximum height difference between the active grains. 
- Unbalance of the grinding spindie (leading to excentricity). 
- Machine tooi vibrations. 
- The ratio of the angular veloeities of the grinding wheel and the part (in 

combination with the machine dynamics). 
- The spark-out time (number of passes made over surface without additional 

machine infeed). 
- If the scratch density on the part surface is high, the overlap between scratches 

made by different grains affects the characteristics of the roughness profile 
significantly. Although many grains may be actively cutting the part, the imprint 
of only a few most protruding grains will be visible afterwards. In those cases, 
the characteristics of the part roughness cannot be predicted by looking at the 
statistica! properties of the wheel surface. 

- The results of simulations of tangential roughness profiles show trends with 
respect to the periooicity in these profiles which correspond very well with those 
observed in the grinding experiments. 

- The simulations are helpfut in establishing the relations between machine 
behaviour and process variables on the one hand and the achievable part 
roughness on the other. 
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3. Mechanical model of the ductile to brittie transition. 

3.1. lntroduction, the cracking threshold load concept. 

In this chapter, the deformation and cracking phenomena observed in single point 
indentalion of glass using diamonds are discussed. A mechanica! model descrihing 
the relations between load, grain geometry, elastic-plastic deformation and cracking 
of the glass is presented. In indentalion and sliding experiments (Fig. 3.1), the 
normal load (denoted by F in indentation, FN in sliding) on the indenter is 
controlled, the depth of penetradon into the material is not. 

Fig. 3.1 In indentafion and sliding, the controlled boundary condition is the nonna/ 
force on the indenter. 

The deformation and cracking behaviour is govemed by the stress field in the 
indented material, which for a given grain geometry and friction coefficient, follows 

from the load upon the indenter. In grinding, the grinding grains are contained in 
a binder that has a lower rigidity than the grains and the glass. 

Although the machine tooi slide is given a fiXed displacement (infeed) in 
precision contour grinding (Fig. 3.2), the compliance of the binder and the machine 
tooi components results in deflections due to the pressure generaled in the contact 
area, in other words due to the farces on individual grains (see chapter 4). The 
situation in grinding is therefore very similar to indentalion and sliding. The 
purpose of the current study is to establish a model for the cracking phenomena in 
indentation. Such a model is also applicable to sliding and grinding, since although 
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in these situations the imposed horizontal velocity will alter the stress field, the 
fracture criterion can still be applied to such a stress field. In precision contour 
grinding, the heat input is low enough to prevent material melting/softening, as 
sometimes observed in less subtie grinding regimes. 

Fora given grain geometry, friction coefficient and material properties such as 
the flow stress (a0) in von Mises yield criterion, the modulus of elasticity (E), 

Poisson's ratio v and the critica! stress intensity factor (1<.:). the mechanica! model 
should predict the threshold load (Fibt) at which cracking of the glass occurs. 

fixed displacement (infeed) 
/ 

Fig. 3.2. The machine tooi slide is given a ftxed infeed, óut the pressure distrióution 
in the contact area is governed óy the load per grain and the compliance 
of the wheel, workpiece and machine tooi. 

In the following paragraph, a survey of the literature on glass cracking 
phenomena under spherical and conical indenters will be presented. After that, 
attention is focussed on current experimental and theoretical work in indentalion 
and sliding for conical indenters oomparabie in size to grinding grains. The 
experiments were carried out using soda-lime and boro-silicate glass. The plastic 
deformation of these amorphous glasses during indenlation is reasonably 
continuons and so a continuurn mechanics approach is appropriate. Some optically 
interesting matenals like crystalline fused silica exhibit strong densification and 
inhomogeneons deformation. A continuurn mechanics approach seems 
inappropriate for these materials, and they were excluded trom the present study. 
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3.2. Survey of literature on indentation induced cracking of glass. 

Sharp indenters such as facetted diamonds used in Vickers or Knoop hardness 
testers and conical indenters, cause significant plastic deformation. An indenter is 
called blunt if the indentalion is mostly elastic in nature up to the point at which 
cracks initiate. The classic example of a blunt indenter is that of a large spherical 
indenter (diameter order of cm) in an elastic contact situation (Hertz's contact). 
The deformation and cracking phenomena under blunt and sharp indenters are 
notably different (Ostojic 1987). They will bedescribed briefly and the question of 
whether to consider a given indenter as blunt or sharp will be addressed. 

3.2.1. Seqnence of cracking with blnnt indenters. 

Using large spherical iudenters (radii in the cm range) on glass, the stresses in the 
glass can be described by the elastic Hertz solution (Hertz 1881, 1895, also 
Timoshenko, 1970). After initial contact, compressive stresses develop under the 
indenter. Tensile stresses arise at the contact perimeter, and (of much lower 
magnitude) deep under the surface along the axis of symmetry. At a threshold load 
Ftlw cone cracks initiale at the perimeter of contact (Fig. 3.3). They extend in such 
a direction as to avoid the compressed region onder the indenter. If plastic flow 
occurs, it will be in a completely contained cavity under the surface. During 
unloading, the cracks tend to close. Small mismatches prevent this from happening 
completely. 

If indentations are done using spherical indenters with smallerand smaller radii, 
the deformation and cracking pattern gradually changes to that observed under 
sharp indenters. 

Peter (1964) observed three regions in his experiments with spherical steel 
indenters on glass. When using indenters with radii (R) larger than 170 JLm, 

diverging cone cracks were observed. In the second region (50 JLm s R s 170 JLm), 
the region under the indenter reached the plasticity limit, the cone cracks became 
more convergent. Using even smaller radii, the whole area around the indenter 
became plastic and crack formation set in from the boundary of the plastic wne 
and the crack patterns beoome similar to those described in section 3.2.3 for 
indenlation with sharp indenters. The boundaries of the regions mentioned in 
general depend upon theelastic properties, the flow stress (an as in von Mises yield 
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criterion) and the fracture stress (orr=strength in uniaxial tension) of the materials 
in contact. 

Loading 
F l Spherical indenter 

--7-j;-t-

Unloading 

\J_) 
--;--r:-

Piastic zone Cone crack 

Fig. 3.3 During the loading phase of indentafion with a blunt indenter, cone cracks 
may initiate. The plastic zone stays subsurface. 

Obviously, for precision grinding, where grains with diameters typically up to 50 
~tm are used, the relevant indenlation and sliding tests are those using sharp 
indenters. However, before concentrating on these, a so called size effect observed 
with spherical iudenters has to be discussed because it underlies the idea that a 
fracture mechanics cracldng criterion should be used to predict the threshold load 
for cracldng. 

3.2.2. The size effect in indentation. 

In 1881 Hertz formulated his solution for the elastic stress field under a spherical 
inden ter. Using it, the maximum tensite stress (atm..J at the perimeter of the contact 
zone can be calculated from 

(1-2v)·p0 0 ____ ...;.. 

",_ 3 
{3.1} 
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wbere p0 is the maximum pressure in the contact area of radius a, and F is the 

totalload: 

{3.2} 

Assuming the fracture stress (urr) of tbe material to be a material property 
(constant value) and setting ur.max=urr as a fracture criterion leads to a predicted 
threshold limit (Ftbr) according to Hertz's formulas of 

{3.3} 

Here, R is the indenter radius, E and v tbe moduli of elasticity and Poisson's 
ratios of the materials in contact (indices g and i for glass and indenter). The 
assumption that urr is constant is valid for cases in which the stresses are (almost) 
uniform over the preexisting flaws and the stress field extends over a considerable 
region, many times larger than the preexisting flaw size. In 1891, Auerbach 
experimentally determined threshold loads in indentation tests using a variety of 
indenter radii. Instead of a quadratic relation between F tbr and R as predieled by 
eq. {3.3} he found Ftbr to be proportional toR. 

{3.4} 

Relation {3.4} is known as Auerbach's law. If it is used in conjunction with eq. 
{3.3}, so utmax=urr is taken as fracture criterion, it implies that the apparent fracture 
stress of the material as calculated from eq. {3.3} increases if the indenter beoomes 
smaller (size effect). This can also beseen in Fig. 3.4, reproduced from an artiele 
publisbed in 1956 by Tillet. 

In Fig. 3.4, it can beseen that for (steel) indenters with radii larger than 3.5 cm, 
the apparent fracture stress (urr) is constant. In this region, the threshold load (Ftbr) 
is proportional to R2, in agreement witb eq. {3.3}. Using smaller radii, Auerbach's 
law (eq. {3.4}) is valid and the apparent fracture stress urr increases strongly with 
decreasing indenter radius. 
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Fig. 3.4 Apparent fracture stress (ufr) in indentalion tests, using spherical intienters 
with different radü (after TUlet, 1956). 

Roesier (1956) showed that Auerbach's law can be explained if the strain energy 
stored in the material onder the indenter is compared to the surface energy needed 
for the generation of cone crack surfaces (Fig. 3.3). 

The condusion from the experimental and theoretica} work regarding size effects 
in fracture phenomena is that for small sharp indentees, a tensile stress magnitude 
in the material alone is not a suitable fracture criterion. 

In addition, the elastically stored energy in the tensite region should be 

considered (fracture mechanics approach). 

In the next section the phenomena in indentalion using sharp indentees will be 
discussed. In section 3.2.4 the stress field onder sharp (conical) indentees will be 
analyzed in more detail and in section 3.2.5 the fracture mechanics approach to 
cracking will be discussed. 
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3.2.3. Crack formation wlth sharp indenters. 

The literature on crack formation in indentation testing is quite extensive. Since 
there are a number of recent good review articles (Ostojic 1987, Lawn 1975, Cook 
1990), only the points of particular interest will bedescribed in detail. 

Different crack types have been observed to form either during the toading or 
the unloading phase of the indentation (Fig. 3.5). 

Loading 

~ j ~arp ;ndentar Lateral crack 

Plastic zon~edian crack 

\ 

' \ 
' ' ...... , 
~-

__ ........ /' 
I 

I 
I 

; 

Fully developed halt-penny shaped 
crack {radial crack) 

Fig. 3.5 Under sharp indenters, median, radial and lateral cracks are observed. 

Cracks that are observed at the surface to run radially with respect to the center 
of the contact zone are called radial cracks. Cracks that initiate under the indenter 
and run in the depth direction of the indented material are called median cracks. 
Finally, another crack system is often reported, consisting of cracks running almost 
parallel to the surface. These are generally called lateral cracks. 

There is general consensus on the fact that radial and median cracks occur at 
lower threshold loads than lateral cracks. Lateral cracks are consistently reported 

to occur during the unloading stage of the indentalion test. 
In the main body of the existing Uterature, the crack patterns are observed by 

looking at the surface after the indentation test bas been completed. In that case, 
the median and radial cracks are often observed to be connected, and the sequence 
of events remains unclear. 

It is very difficult to determine whether median cracks initia te during the toading 
or the unloading stage of the indenter even if glass is tested and the contact site is 
observed in-situ from the underside of the specimen. 
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In the literature, practically all tests invalving a sharp indenter are done using 
the four sided pyramidal Vickers indenter. However, for a Vickers indenter, the 
angle included between opposing planes is 136•. Geometrically speaking, the 
Vickers indenter is therefore quite blunt compared to typical grinding grains. For 
grinding, it is important to know the influence of the geometry of the grinding grain 

on the threshold load as well. 

Indentalion tests are often used to determine material properties such as the 
hardness and the critical stress intensity factor K.,. There is a large varianee in the 
fracture toughness data for nominally the same glasses reported in the literature. 

In prior experiments (Donkelaar 1989), it was found that this is probably due to the 
fact that the procedure to arrive at the K" value involves measuring the length of 
the radial cracks after unloading. It was found that the time after unloading before 
the measurement is made (up to 24 hours) is important, since the cracks grow 
during this period. Furthermore, doing the test in different environments resulted 
in other values for K.,. 

Smith et. al. (1981) compared K" values obtained from indentalion tests with 
those measured in standard double cantilever beam experiments. It was found that 
the values obtained by indentalion testing were typically 30 % higher than with 
conventional tests for glasses containing substantial amounts of network modifiers. 
For silica rich glasses, the differences were even larger. Furthermore, the ranking 
of the glasses obtained by the different methods did not agree. 

While the K" values obtained with indenlation tests ranged from 0.41 to 3.09 
MPav'm for the various glasses tested, the values obtained with the double 
cantilever beam specimen varled only between 0.62 and 0.88 MPav'm for all glasses 
tested by Smith et. al (1981). 

The results obtained with the double cantilever bending tests are considered to 
be more accurate since total fracture is instantaneous in contrast to indentalion 
cracldng where the final crack length involves slow crack growth that is 
environment dependent. 

For the present study, the K" values for the glasses used were determined 

experimentally from Vickers indentalion tests (section 3.3). The values obtained 
(after 24 hours) were in close agreement with those determined with double 
cantilever beam tests by Smith (1981), for similar glasses. 
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3.2.4. Elastic-plastic stress field onder conical indenters. 

The stress field under a sharp indenter is first examined looking at models found 
in the literature. Although analytic models provide a lot of insight in the 
phenomena, they do not fully explain them. In particular the initiation of cracks in 
the residual stress field remains obscure due to the difficulty of calculating the 
residual field analytically. 

The stresses around the tip of a sharp indenter always cause plastic flow. 
Boussinesq's salution for the elastic stress field under a point load on an infinite 
half-space prediets tensite stresses under the tip of the indenter and in a shallow 

region adjacent to it, at the sudace. Stress fields under indentersof finite sharpness 
and a realistic size are more compressive in nature. However, tensile stresses do 
arise under the indenter as well as at the perimeter of contact and in general reach 
a maximum at the boundary of the plastic zone. The occurrence of tensite stress 
regions is not limited to the toading stage of the indentalion test. 

During the unloading stage, the material in the plastically deformed zone is 
compressed by the surrounding elastic region and tensile stresses occur once more 
at the boundary between these regions (residual stresses). 

It is apparent that plasticity cannot be neglected for the size of indenters of 
interest for grinding. For indentation, an analytical approximation by Johnson 
(1985) can be used to estimate the elastic-plastic stress field around such an 
indenter. The situation is indicated in Fig. 3.6. 

The indenter is supposed to be embedded in a fully plastic semi-hemispherical 
core (radius a) of materiaL In this region, the pressure is (approximately) 

hydrostatic. The hydrastatic core is surrounded by a semi-hemispherical plastic zone 
(a :S r :S cp), which in turn is supported by an elastic region. 

Johnson's solution is basedon the analysis of Hili (1950) for the stresses around 
a hemispherical cavity expanding plasticallyin an infinite elastic medium due to 
internat hydrostatic pressure. The analytica! solution for this case is possible 
because of the symmetry of the problem and the simpte form of the plastic region. 
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Fig. 3.6 Spherical cavity model to calculate the elastic-plastic stresses under a sharp 
indenter (after Johnson, 1985). 

The stresses or and o"' in the plastic and elastic regions are: 

Plastic zone (as.rs.c): a,•op·[-2·Jn( ~ )-~] 

o•-oft·[-2·Jn(: )+}] 
{3.5} 

a - .!..o ·( cP)' 
• 3 ft r 

The (approximately) hydrastatic pressure (p) in the core region (r s a) is: 

p- _2 ·o_ft • [t-t m(-E-·tan---"'(1}:..<..) )~ 
3 3·a ft j 

{3.6} 
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where f3 is the angle indicated in Fig. 3.6 (jJ is larger for sharper indenters). 

Johnson (1985) argues that the load on the indenter (F) at a given pressure p in 

the hydrostatic core is approximately: 

{3.7} 

With these formulas, for a given a8 and {3, the pressure in the core region p may 
be calculated from eq. {3.6}, next a can be determined from eq. {3.7} and tbe size 

of the plastic zone cP follows from: 

{3.8} 

The stress a., in tbe material, along the line coinciding witb tbe centerline (axis 
of symmetry) of tbe indenter may cause median cracking. This stress bas been 
calculated for different loads F (Fig. 3.7) and different indenter geometries (angles 
{3, Fig. 3.8). 

From Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8, it is evident tbat a., is compressive in tbe plastic 
zone, reacbes a maximum tensile value equal to au/3 and decays to zero in tbe 

elastic region funber down under the surface. The discontinuity in tbe stress profile 

at tbe boundary of tbe plastic zone clearly is a result of tbe model assumptions 

(ideal-plastic material within tbe plastic zone, linear elastic elsewhere). In reality, 
a smootber stress profile can be expected. 

The formulas {3.5} reflect the assumption of a cavity expanding plasticallyin an 
infinite elastic medium through tbe predieled similarity of tbe stress profile along 
the axis of symmetry and along tbe surface. 

This model can therefore not predict wbetber radial cracks along tbe surface will 

appear before median cracks, and tbe residual stresses cannot be compared witb 
tbose during the toading stage. 

Chiang, Marshall and Evans (1982) extended the spherical cavity model to 

approximate tbe effect of tbe free surface. The procedure is based on work 

publisbed in 1936 by Mindlin. 
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Fig. 3.7 The stress u"' along the axis of symmetry under a sharp indenter at different 
loads. (Spherical cavity model). 
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Fig. 3.8 The stress u"' along the axis of symmetry for various indenter geometries at a 
constant load. (Spherical cavity model). 
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In essence, the original cavity model ofHill (1950) is used, but subsequently, the 
infinite solid is considered to be split. This would result in a free surface that is not 
stress free. Point forces are therefore distributed over the surface to compensate the 
normal stress acting on this free surface, except in the contact area. In a similar 
manner, the residual stress field (after unloading the indenter) is estimated. The 
model prediets that for glass, the residual stresses pertinent to median cracks are 
lower than those at peak load. For the stresses at the surface teading to radial 
cracks, the residual stresses were found to be larger than the tensile stresses at peak 

load. 
Although this model is to date the most realistic (almost) analytica! 

representation of the situation, a number of things remain dubious. The 
superposition of stresses in the elastic-plastic regime is questionable, although the 
authors do show that the shear stresses in the plastic zone are not altered much. 
The indenter geometry is taken into account by a similar parameter as p in the 
spherical cavity model and by the distribution of point forces in the calculation of 

the residual stresses. 

To calculate the stress field using the model by Chiang et.al. (1982) requires a 
significant amount of numerical integration. Also, in view of the approximations in 
the model, it was decided to evaluate the stress fields during indentation and 
unloading with finite element calculations instead. Before reporting the results of 
these calculations, the choice of a suitable fracture criterion to be used in 

conjunction with the stress calculations will be discussed in the next section. 

3.2.5. Faiture criteria for cracking. 

If a large volume of a brittie material is stressed in uniaxial tension, a crideal value 
of the (tensile) stress is an adequate failure criterion (Tangena 1989). The presence 
of holes, corners and other irregularities leads to local stress concentrations. If the 
ratio of the local and nominal stress (stress concentradon factor) is known, the 
maximum principal tensile stress criterion may still be applied. The same criterion 
can also be applied in case the material subjected toa multiaxial stress state. 
Griffith (1920) calculated the maximum tensile stress generated around a hair-like 
crack in a plane stress state using an elastic salution obtained by Inglis in 1913. The 
maximum tensile stress at the crack tip was found to depend on the magnitude of 
the nominal stresses and the crack orientation with respect to these strèsses. 
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If oii and all are the nominal principal stresses in the plane of the crack, (indices 
i,j=x,y,z depending on the orientation of the global coordinate system with respect 
to the crack and the particular plane considered), and orr is the fracture stress of the 
material, the fracture stress cracking criterion for multiaxial stress states takes the 
form (Orowan 1949): 

{3.9} 

A failure stress cracking criterion can only be applied if there is enough 
elastically stored energy in the region stressed in tension to extend the crack. (The 
elastic energy released upon cracking has to provide the surface energy needed for 
crack surface generation). When the nominal stress field is non·uniform and the 
tensite region is small, this may not be the case anymore. 

This leads to the size effect observed in indentalion that was discussed in secdon 
3.2.2 An appropriate cracking criterion that takes this into account is the energy 
release rate (Ge) or alternatively the stress intensity factor (~). They are related 
(fora plane strain tensile cracking mode) by (Rossmanith 1982): 

(1-v~·K 2 {3.10} 
G- " 

c E 

The energy release rate failure criterion states that failure will occur if the 
elastically stored energy, released when the crack extends, is enough to compensate 
for the surface energy needed to create the crack surfaces (provided that there is 
little tonoplastic deformation associated with crack extension). 

In an elastically stressed section of material, local flaws act as stress raisers. The 
elastic stress field around a sharp crack tip (Fig. 3.9) bas a singularity. The severity 
of this singularity depends upon the crack geometry and the materiaL 

This is expressed by the value of the so called stress intensity factor K in the 
formulas for the stress components o;i in the vicinity of the crack (Rossmanith 
1982): 

aiJ - -
1-· [KdJ(6)+K11:fu(6)+Kmfv"<a>] 

./2tt r 
{3.11} 

Here, r is the radial coordinate with its origin at the crack tip and f;i(O) is an 
angular function only. 
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Fig. 3.9 The stress components at a very sharp crack tip go to infinity (if no 
plasticity occurs). 
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The index I, II and III indicates a mode I (tension), II (in plane shear) or III 
(out of plane shear) toading situation (Fig. 3.10). 

The median and radial cracks that we are concerned with are formed by 
maximum principal stresses in mode I configurations. If we consider a flaw with a 
known geometry in a nominal stress field (as if no flaw where present) the stress 
intensity factor ~ at the crack tip may be calculated. 

The criterion for cracking is that K1 at the crack tip beoomes larger than a 
"material constant" called the critical stress intensity factor (K1c)· 

As stated before, the value of the stress intensity factor (~) at the crack tip is 

not only a function of the stress in the vicinity of the crack but also depends on the 
crack geometry. The formulas and the differences between the ~ factors for 
different common crack geometries are discussed in Appendix 3.1. 
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model modeii modeiii 

Fig. 3.10 The three fundamental modes of crack /oading. 

Lawn and Evans (1977) used the stress intensity factor approach to estimate the 
threshold load for median cracking. They first applied a model simtlar to the 
spherical cavity model to calculate the stresses along the axis of symmetry of a 
Vickers inden ter. As a first approximation, the tensile stress under the indenter was 
assumed to decay linearly from the boundary of the plastic zone where the stress 
reaches its maximum. Funhermore, a penny-shaped crack was assumed to be 
present, its center located at the position of maximum stress. The stress intensity 
factor can now be evaluated (Paris 1965) using eq. {A3.1.1} from Appendix 3.1. 

They found the following expression for the threshold load (Fibr) for median 
cracking (at peak load) 

{3.12} 

where C is a constant depending on the indenter geometry, Kç is the critical stress 
intensity (in MPav'm) and H the hardnessof the material (in MPa). The value of 
C varles gradually with the sharpness of the indenter and so it can be expected that 
the values of Kç and the hardness (which can also be interpreled as a measure of 
the flow stress) have a dominant influence upon the cracking threshold Ioad. 
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Chiang, Marshall and Evans (1982) applied the same approach as Lawn and 
Evans, but took the non-linear course of the stress profile calculated in a 
oompanion paper (1982) into account, for median crack initiation. Like Lawn and 
Evans, they assumed an axial-symmetric penny shaped crack to be present at the 
site of the maximum in the stress profile. They once again found a relation simHar 
to eq. {3.12}. The influence ofthe assumptions regarding the shape and size of the 

assumed pre-existing flaw on the ~ values calculated is not discussed in detail in 
the literature quoted. 

3.2.6. Conclusions from the literature studled and remaining problems. 

To use indentalion results as a basis to onderstand the ductile to brittie transition 
in grinding, the following questions have to be answered with more certainty than 
possible on the basis of the literature available: 
- What is the sequence of cracking events in indentation of glass with sharp 

iudenters (radial, median and lateral cracks)? 
- In what stage of the indentalion test (loading, unloading) do these cracks occur? 

- Does the environment have an influence on the threshold load for cracking? (If 
different environments give other values for ~ct and ~e is subsequently used in 
a model to predict the threshold load, then the threshold Ioad would beoome 
environment dependent). 

- What is the influence of the indenter geometry on the threshold load for 
cracking of glass? 

- What are the stresses in the vicinity of the indenter during the toading and 
especially the unloading phase of the indentation test? 

- Is the stress intensity factor ~c an appropriate criterion for cracking using sharp 
indenters? 

- What is an appropriate K1 calculation metbodfora given stress profile? 
- How sensitive is the K1 calculation metbod with respect to the assumptions 

regarding the flaw (crack pre-cursor) geometry and size? 

lt was decided to address these questions by indenlation experiments (section 
3.3), finite element calculations (section 3.4) and a sensitivity analysis of the stress 
intensity calculation methad (Appendix 3.1). 
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3.3. Indentation experiments. 

To answer the questions presented in the former section, experiments were 
performed in laboratory air (relative humidity .. 50% ), deionized water and in 
krytox (a perfluoropolyether containing only 7 JLg/ml of water). Tests were done 
using conical indenters with apex angles of 80•, 100•, 110•, 120•, 130•, 140•, 150• 
and 160• and Vickers indenters. The load on the indenters could be varled between 
0.05 N and 100 N. 

The indentation tests reported bere were done using an optical Natron-Silicate 
glass known as B 270 and a Boro-Silicate glass known as FCA 8866. The chemical 
composition (weight percent) of these glasses is given in the following table, apart 
from traces of ZnO, PbO and BiO present in both. 

I I Si02 Na20 KzÜ CaO BzOJ Al203 

B270 70 8 8 9 

FCA8866 66 0.5 8 21 3 

Initial tests were done on soda-lime glass using conical indenters made of single 
crystal diamond. lt was found that the diamonds had very sharp tips indeed. 
However, some facetting was noted, probably caused by the non-uniform wear of 
the anisotropic diamond during the lapping procedure used. To rule out possible 
biasing of the results by this effect, a second series of indenters were made of 
polycrystalline diamond. These were found to be rougher than the single crystal 
diamonds and they have a significant tip radius ( .. 5 lLm). SEM pbotos of typical 
indenterscan beseen in Fig. 3.11. 

Surprisingly at firSt, the results using corresponding indenters from the two 
series gave practically identical threshold loads in the indenlation tests. The 
probable explanation is that the cracks initiate from the boundary of the elastic and 
the plastic zone. This boundary is located some distance away from the indenter 
surface. Apparently the stress state there is not much influenced by the surface 
roughness and slight facetting, since the indenter is immersed completely in a 
plastic zone of nearly semi-hemispherical shape. 
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Fig. 3.U SEM photos of typical single crystal, polycrystalline and Vickers diamond 
inden/ers. 
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A series of indentation tests was carried out, using a range of loads, to 

determine the material properties (KIe and the Vickers hardness ~) of these 

materiais. Vickers hardness values ~=7000 MPa and 5500 MPa were found for lhe 

B 270 and the FCA 8866 respeclively. The Kie values we re obtained using the 

procedure described by Lawn and Fuller in 1975. It involves measuring the radial 

crack length (c) after a Vickers indentation test with a maximum load F. Nexl Kie 

is calculated from (Lawn and Fuller 1985) 

F K -0.092·-
Ic c312 

{3.l3} 

However, as Smilh (1981) and Donkelaar (1989, 1990) found (section 3.2.3), lhe 

values ofthe mcasured crack length (c) strongly depend on the time after unloading 

that has passed before the crack length is measured (due to crack growth after 

unloading). Ir the crack length values obtained directly aftcr the indentation test are 

used, Kie values of 1.0 and 1.3 MPavm are found for the B 270 and the FCA 8866. 

These values are considerably higher than lhe 0.8 and 1.0 MPav'm obtained when 

lhe procedure is applied 24 hours later, wruch is considered a beller proced ure. The 
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K10 values determined 24 hours after the indenlation tests also agree better with the 

values obtained with the standard double cantilever beam tests for similar glasses 
reported by Smith (1981), that indicate a~ value of about 0.80 MPavm for both 

types of glass. 

In view of the above considerations, for B 270, a hardness value of 7000 MPa 

and a toughness of 0.8 MPavm, for FCA 8866, a hardnessof 5500 MPa and a 

toughness of 1.0 MPavm were taken as tbe material properties of the glasses 

studied. Using these values, threshold loads for median cracking at maximum loads 

of0.02 and 0.12 Nare predicted for the two glasses using eq. {3.12}, for indenters 

with an apex angle of 140•. 

The indentalion experiments to delermine the threshold load for cracking and 

the sequence of cracking events (Donkelaar 1990) involved indenting 4-sided 

polisbed reetangolar glass bars. The phenomena in the glass were observed with 

microscopes, arranged to give a side view, and to look at the area of contact from 
the underside of the bar, through the glass. The sequence of events described bere 

is typical for glasses with an amorphous structure that do not densify significantly 

during indentation. These include most optical glasses often used for precision 
grinding, fused silica excepted. The side view obtained made it possible to draw 
definite conclusions regarding the sequence of crack formation. Each test, the 

indenlation load was raised to its maximum value in short time, remained constant 

for 15 seconds and subsequently, the indenter was removed quickly (standard 

Vickers toading cycles). Starting at low peak loads (0.05 N), increasing the peak 

load (to 10 N max.) results in: 

- Elastic-plastic deformation only. 

- Radial (also called Palmqvist) cracks, initiating at the perimeter of contact, 

during the unloading stage of the indentalion test. For the sharper indenters, 

these cracks occur at lower threshold loads. 

- Both median and radial crack vents are observed after unloading. 

- Median cracks are formed during the toading stage of the indentalion test, 

sometimes delayed, depending on how much the maximum load is above the 

threshold load. As long as the load is maintained, the median vent bas a 

contained penny-like geometry. It grows to a half-penny configuration 

( mediantradial crack) during the unloading stage of the indentation. 
- Besides the median crack that is formed during the toading stage and that grows 

toward the surface on unloading ( mediantradial crack), lateral cracks also occur 
durlog the unloading stage. 
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- At very high loads (also depending on the indenter geometry) the lateral cracks 
interact with the median/radial crack system and chipping occurs during the 
unloading stage. 

The sequence of events, the different types of cracks observed and the influence 

of the indenter geometry can beseen in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. 
It is obvious that the indenter geometry does have a significant influence on the 

threshold load for cracking. For FCA 8866, the threshold load for radial cracking 
measured with the sharper indentees is virtually the same. 

This is probably due to the roundness of the tips of the polycrystalline indenters 

used in these tests. 
At low Ioads, the indentees do not penetrate the material very much and the 

different indentees all start to resembie spherical indentees with about 5 "'m tip 
radius. The higher toughness and the lower hardness of the FCA 8866. glass is 
reflected in a higher threshold load for median cracking. However, for the threshold 
load for radial cracking, similar values as for the B 270 glass were found. 

The threshold load for a particular crack type had a reasonably wen defined 
value that could be reproduced very wen on the same and other specimen, and at 
various points in time. This leads us to conetude that the cracking phenomena are 
governed by the mechanics of the indentalion process, and not by the random 
presence of scarce preexisting flaws in the material. 

Apparently, flaws are generated by the deCormation processes during the 
indentation test and cracking occurs if the combination of such a flaw and the local 
stress over the flaw surface beoomes critical (~>~c)· 

The environment was found to influence the threshold load for cracking very 
little or not at all (in water, the threshold loads were marginally lower). 

The length of the cracks directly after initiation (pop-in length) and subsequent 
crack growth was found to be highly dependent upon the environment. The 

influence of the environment upon the pop-in length of a crack indicates that the 
environment has access to the crack precursors, probably ditfusion through the 
plasticany deformed wne is relatively easy. 
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Fig. 3.12 The crack pattems observed a[ter unloading in B 270 as a tunetion of load 
and indenter geometry. 
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Fig. 3.13 The crack patterns observed after unloading in FCA 8866 as a tunetion of 
load and indenter geometry. 
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In water, the crack growth velocity and final crack length was larger than in 
laboratory air, in krytox they were lowest. This agrees with the reported lower 
fracture energy needed for crack propagation for glass in water (Inagaki 1985). 

Crack growth was observed to continue for up to 24 hours after the cracks 
initiated. A noteworthy effect occurred when samples indented in krytox or air were 
immersed in water after cracks had popped in. The crack growth rate and final 
crack length in these cases assumed the same values as if the whole test had been 
performed in water. 

Remarkably, if a test was done in krytox or open atmosphere, using a maximum 
indentation load not much above the threshold load, the cracks would pop-in quite 
some time after the actual test was finished. The pop-in time depends upon the 
difference between the maximum indentation load and the threshold load for that 
particular indenter geometry. This indicates that the time dependent behaviour of 
the glass has some influence on the residual stress field in the materiaL 

Considering indenters with an apex angle of 140• and oomparing the 
experimental threshold loads for median cracking at peak load (1 and 10 N for B 
270 and FCA 8866) with the values calculated using eq. {3.12} (0.02 and 0.12 N 
respectively) shows that the experimentally determined values are considerably 
higher. Lawn and Evans already indicated that the model they presented could only 
be expected to give values that indicate the order of magnitude, in view of the 
simplifications and uncertainties in the model. 

In the model presented in the following sections, some of these shortcomings 
have been addressed and one may expect that the threshold loads can be predicted 
somewhat more accurately. 

Evidently, a mechanical model for the transition from ductile to brittie material 
removal should, as a first step, be able to explain the sequence of crack formation 
observed experimentally. In the following sections such a model will be introduced. 
The time dependent effects mentioned above are not taken into account in the 
model presented. 
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3.4. Finite element calculations. 

Initial tinite element simulations of indentation tests in glass were done with 
varying mesh sizes and quadrilateral elements with both linear and quadratic base 
functions to investigate the effects of these parameters on the stresses calculated. 

The mesh tinally used to model the indenlation of glass with sharp indenters 
consisted of 2300 axial-symmetric tirst order quadrilateral elements. The 
calculations were performed using the MARC tinite element program (MARC 

version K4, 1990). The g1ass was given isotropie properties: E=90 GPa, v =0.25, 

u0= 1800 MPa. No strain hardening and no time dependent behaviour was assumed. 
The elements in the top surface had a spacing of 0.2 l'm, along the tirst part of 

the axis of symmetry the element size was 0.5 l'm. 

Indenters were simulated with apex angles of 100• and 140•, a tip radius of 0.5 
l'm was modeled. 

The effect of friction Was investigated by doing simulations without friction and 
with a Coulomb type friction coefficient 1'=0.3 along the indenter-glass contact 
surface. 

Fig. 3.14 Typical plot ofthe deformed mesh as the indenter penetrales the material. 
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Fig. 3.15 The von Mises stress in the material during the indentafion stage 
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Fig. 3.16 The maximum principal stress contours during the indentafion stage. 
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Fig. 3.17 Max. principal stress contours after unloading the indenter. 
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Por the sharper indenter geometry modeled, at an indentalion depth of 4 ,an the 
distoetion of the elements close to lhe indenter tip became problematic. Residual 
stresses were calculated by unloading the indentees after indenlation to deptbs of 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 ~tm, which corresponds to an indentalion load 
range of up to 1 N. 

Typical plots obtained for the displacement, the van Mises stress and the 
maximal principal stress during lhe toading stage of a simuialed indenlation can be 
seen in Fig. 3.14, Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16. The maximum principal stress after 
unloading lhe indenter can be seen in Fig. 3.17. The indenter modeled in this 
partienlar simulation had an apex angle of 140• (fl=20•). A Coulomb type friction 
coefficient of0.3 was assumed along the indenter-glass interface in this simulation. 

The maximal principal stress reaches an extreme value at the boundary of lhe 
plastically deformed region, bolh under the indenter and along the surface. 

This agrees with the results of the analytical rnadeis discussed in section 3.2.4. 
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There are however significant differences in the stress profiles along the axis of 

symmetry and along the surface. This can be seen (for an indenter with an apex 
angle of 100•) in Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19. The node positions of the undeformed 
mesh and the stresses in the various deformed states were used to rompose these 
grap hs. 

The differences in the profiles along the axis of symmetry and along the surface 
reflect the influence of the free boundary, which is not taken into account in the 
spherical cavity model. In agreement with the analytical model, the numerical 
results indicate that there is a region close to the indenter tip where the stress state 
is practically hydrostatic. The values of the hydrastatic pressure can beseen in 
Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 ("' 3200 MPa). In the simulations with an apex angle of 140•, 
a cavity pressure of 2500 MPa was found. 

This agrees qualitatively with the spherical cavity model, eq. {3.6} prediets a 
larger cavity pressure under a sharper indenter. However, the numerical valnes for 
the cavity pressure are significantly lower than the predieled values of 4360 and 
3300 MPa for indenters with apex angles of 100· and 140•. This can be explained 
once again by the free surface effect negleeled in the spherical cavity model. 
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Fig. 3.18 Max. principal stress along the axis of symmetry at different stages of a 
simulated indemation (Apex angle 100•, p.=0.3). 
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This also results in a plastic zone size pre,ticted by the spherical cavity model 
that is smaller than that found in the finite element calculations. 

Finally, the gradients in the stress profiles calculated with finite elements are 
less steep than indicated by the analytica! model, and this will result in significant 
dirterences in the stress intensity factor calculations presenled later on. 

Retuming to Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19, three points are noteworthy in these graphs 
of the maximum principal stress components along the axis of symmetry and along 
the surface: 
- The extreme value of the maximum principal stress under the indenter increases 

slowly with increasing indentalion depth but does so at a taster rate than the 
extreme value of the surface profile. 

- The decay rate of the stress profile along the axis of symmetry is less than that 
along the surface. With increasing penetration depth, these decay rates in both 
profiles diminish. 

- The residual stress profile (after unloading the indenter) on the axis of 
symmetry is virtually the same as that during the loading stage. The residual 
tensite stresses along the surface are larger in magnitude, and extend over a 
larger region than during the corresponding toading stage. 

These effects will be reflected in the results of the ~ calculations presented in 
the next section. 
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Fig. 3.19 Profiles of max. principal stress a/ong the surface at various stages of a 
simulated indentation. (Apex angle 100•, Jl.=0.3). 
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3.5. Stress intensity factor (K1) calculations. 

3.5.1. ~ calculation metbod used in this study. 

In section 3.2.5, the stress intensity factor ~was introduced as a potentially suitable 
fracture criterion to model indenlation and sliding with sharp indenters. It was 
indicated that the KI value calculated in a partienlar configuration depends on the 
size, shape and the stress over the preexisting flaw. In Appendix 3.1, the sensitivity 
of the ~ values with respect to these assumptions is reported in detail. 

In the current investigation, the stress intensity factors KI leading to median 
and/or radial cracking were calculated in the following way: 

- The stress profiles along the axis of symmetry under the indenter and along the 
contact surface were obtained at various stages of the finite element simulation 

of the indentation test (loading and unloading phase). 
This allowed to account for plasticity, friction along the indenter, the indenter 
geometry, and made it possible to calculate the residual stresses in the material 
after unloading the indenter. 

- After the stress profiles had been obtained, two curves were fitted through the 
profiles, the first descrihing the stress in the plastic region, the second the stress 
in the elastic region. The fitting routines were made interactive so that the order 
of the fitted polynomials and the portion of the data used in the fits could be 
optimized in an iterative way. 

- A hair-like flaw (length 2· c=1 ~tm) was assumed to be present, positioned 
symmetrically with respect to the elastic/plastic boundary. This assumption was 
made after evaluation of the influence of the shape of the flaw and its assumed 
position on the KI values obtained (see Appendix 3.1). 

- The Kisym metbod discussed in Appendix 3.1 was used to calculate KI factors by 
numerical integration of eq. {A3.1.2}. All ~ values quoted further on in this 
thesis have been obtained in this manner unless stated otherwise. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.20, the stress state under the indenter, along the axis of 
symmetry is triaxial compression at the indenter tip. Deeper down, two principal 
stresses beoome tensile. In contrast, along the surface only one principal stress of 

the plane stress state beoomes tensile. The biaxial stress state under the indenter 
results in two equal mode KI factors acting upon one flaw. In view of the energy 
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argument discussed in Appendix 3.1, these have to be combined. Since the two 
principal stresses and therefore the two K{ factors are equal in magnitude, the 
effective K{ factor under the surface, along the axis of symmetry, should be 
calculated as 

{3.14} 

In the K{ values reponed later on, this bas been taken into account. From the 
discussion in Appendix 3.1, it is evident that due to the influence of the 
assumptions underlying the calculations, the absolute values for the stress intensity 
factors (K{) cannot be expected to be very accurate. (Worst case up to 40% 
difference, typically less). 

However, the deviations are systematic. This means that any trends of the stress 
intensity factors calculated as a tunetion of load, position and indenter geometry 
will be assessed correctly. A comparison with the experimental results should at 
least be in qualitative agreement, and the quantitative comparison should be 
reasonable. 

z 

~ 

x-
One tensile component 

Triaxial compression 

Biaxial tension, one 
compressive component 

Fig. 3.20 Characteristics of the principal stress state along the axis of symmetry and 
along the surface of the glass. 
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3.5.2. Stress intensity factors calculated from FE results. 

The stress profiles obtained from the finite element calculations were used to 
calculate stress intensity factors (~) in the way described insection 3.5.1. 

The ~ factors during the toading and unloading stages of the indenter with apex 
angle of 100 degrees and friction coefficient (1') of 0.3 can beseen in Fig 3.21. 

Similarly, Fig 3.22 shows the ~factors obtained from the simulations with the 
blunter indenter (140 degrees apex angle, "=0.3). 

With increasing load (penetration depth), the ~factors both along the axis of 
symmetry and along the surface are seen to increase gradually, as expected. 

For the sharper indenter, the ~factor along the axis of symmetry is higher than 
at the surface (over the indentalion range from 1 to 4 "m). With the blunter 

indenter, the ~ factors along the axis of symmetry are initially also larger than 
those along the surface, at higher loads the ~ factor becomes largestat the surface. 
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Fig. 3.21 Calculated stress intensity factor K1 at various stages of indentation 
simulations, along both the axis of symmetry and the surface (Apex angle 
100•, "=0.3). 
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Fig. 3.22 Calculated stress intensity factors at various stages of indentalion 
simulations for an indenter with 140• apex angle, p.=0.3. 

Untoading resutts in a residuat stress state very much like that during the 

toading stage. After unloading, the ~ factor along the axis of symmetry is less than 

during the toading phase. At the surface, the ~ factor increases significantly upon 

untoading. 

3.6. Comparison of simuiateel and experimental results. 

The calculated trends shown in Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22 agree with the experimental 

observations (section 3.3) The radial crack system is activated at the lowest 

threshotd toad, before the median and lateral crack systems. 

The effect of the indenter geometry on the K1 factors can be seen in Fig. 3.23. 

During the toading phase, the stress intensity factor along the axis of symmetry is 

larger for the sharper indenter. 

This agrees with the observed incHnation of these indenters to form median 

cracks during the loading stage at lower threshold loads than blunter indenters. 

The ~ factors at the surface after unloading are calculated to be onty marginally 

higher for the sharper indenter. 
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Fig. 3.23 Effects of the indenter geometry on the calculated stress intensity factors 
along the axis of symmetry and the surface, during loading and unloading 
(p.=0.3). 
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In view of the assumptions in the model, it would be doubtful whether the 
calculated difference is significant. However, the experiments confirm that for 
sharper indenters, the threshold load for radial cracking is indeed lower. 

Fig. 3.23 can be used to determine the threshold load for cracking, for a 

material with E=90 GPa, v =0.25 and a0= 1800 MPa, in the following way. Start 

at the vertical (K value) axis at the K., value of the material under consideration. 
Draw a horizontal line. A verticalline from the intersection of this line with the 
curve repcesenting a particular type of crack indicates the threshold load for this 
particular crack system (on the load axis). 

Taking ~. as 0.8 Mpa .Ym, the calculated threshold load for radial cracking 
upon unloading is about 0.1 N. This agrees very well with the observation on B 270 
for the sharpest of the two indenters. For the blunter indenter, the threshold load 
is underestimated by the simulations in comparison to the experimentally 
determined value of 0.25 N. The threshold loads for median cracking are calculated 
as 0.20 and 0.35 N respectively for the sharper and the blunter indenter. These 
values are close to the experimentally observed values of 0.25 N and 0.50 N on B 
270. 
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If K" is taken as 1.0 MPav'm , threshold loads of 0.35 N for radial cracking u pon 
unloading and between 0.5 N (100• apex angle) up to approximately 2 N (140• apex 
angle) for median cracking, during the toading phase of the indentalion test, are 
predicted. These values are low compared to the values between 5 and 10 N found 
experimentally for FCA 8866. 

However, the agreement between the experimentally determined values and the 
calculations is quite good in view of the systematic deviations which are to be 
expected as a result of the assumptions regarding the length and location of the 
flaw over which the stress profile is evaluated. 

3. 7. Conclusions 

The results of the indentalion experiments (section 3.3), the rnadeling effort 
(section 3.4 and 3.5) and the comparison of these results discussed in the former 
sections can be summarized as follows: 
- With increasing peak indentalion load, the following sequence of events was 

observed in the two glasses studied: 
- Elastic-plastic deformation only. 
- Radial cracking upon unloading. 
- Mixed radial/median cracking upon unloading. 
- Median cracking upon toading (and radial upon unloading). 
- All of the above, and lateral cracks upon unloading. 

- The cracking threshold is reasonably well defined (not a stochastic variabie 
depending upon scarce, randomly present flaws in the material). 

~ The cracking threshold is considerably higher for blunt indenters compared to 
sharper indenters. 

- Especially close to the threshold load, delayed cracking effects were observed, 
indicating time dependent mechanica! behaviour of the glasses tested. Specimens 
that did not crack within 24 hours after the test were never observed to have 
cracked later on. 

- The environment was found to have an only marginal effect on the cracking 
threshold load. 

- Environmental effects on crack growth were much more pronounced. Water 
especially promotes crack growth (speed of propagation and final crack length) 
and was seen to speed up any time dependent effects (delayed cracking) greatly. 
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- The stresses along the axis of symmetry at indentalion peak load calculated with 
finite elements e<mespond reasonably well with those predieled by the analytical 
models reported in the literature (Chiang 1982, Johnson 1985). 
Discrepancies between the stress profiles calculated with the spherical cavity 
model and the finite element simulations are due to the effect of the free 
surface, which is not taken into account in the cavity model. 

- The maximum principal stress along the axis of symmetry after unloading was 
very simHar (slightly lower) than that during the loading stage. 

- The maximum principal stress at the surface after unloading was somewhat 
higher, and extends over a much larger region than during the toading stage. 

- The calculated trends in the stress intensity factor ~ as a tunetion of load and 
indenter geometry, and the predicted sequence of cracking correspond wen with 
the experimental results. 

- The calculated cracking threshold loads agree reasonably well with the 
experimental values. 

- The calculated differences in the threshold load for radial cracking upon 
unloading due to the indenter geometry are less than experimentally observed. 

- The agreement between the simulations and the experiments presenled bere is 
better than that obtained with the models presenled in the literature discussed 
in section 3.2.5. 

- To study cracking effects in indentalion with small size indenters, the stress 
intensity approach is appropriate to approximate cracking threshold loads for 
cracking. 

- The differences in the stress state under the surface (biaxial tension) and at the 
surface (one tensite component, plane stress state) need to be taken into 
account in the fracture mechanics approach of indentalion cracking. 
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Appendix 3.1 : Discussion of stress intensity factor calculations. 

For the case of an axial symmetrically loaded penny shaped crack (Fig. 3.24 a), the 

stress intensity factor is (Paris 1965) 

{A3.1.1} 

For a very thin (hair-like) crack in a plane strain stress state, with a 

non-uniform stress over its crack faces (Fig. 3.24 b), ~rat the right-most crack tip 

is calculated to be: 

(a) 

Fig. 3.24 

1 Je ~c+x) Ku·--· o(x)· - ·dx 
{i:ë -c e-x 

x- x-

(b) 

x-
c 

An axial symmetrically loaded penny shaped crack (a) and a hair-like 
crack (b ), in a non-uniform stress field. 
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The ~ factor at the Ieft-most crack tip ~~ for the same case is: 

1 Je sc-x) Kil---· o(x)· - ·dx 
{iëë -c c+:x 

{A3.1.3} 

Sinee the ~ factor calculation involves taking an integral over the product of 
the stress and the distanee along the preexisting flaw, it is also a measure of the 
elastically stored energy in the vicinity of the flaw. 

Ha flaw is subjeeled to more loads simultaneously, in the same fracture mode, 
the ~ factors due to the individualloads may be added to obtain the total ~ value. 
(For instanee the ~ factors due to a distributed load and that due to a point load, 
acting in the same direction on a crack can be added) 

If a crack is loaded in more than one mode (direction), the energy release rates 
are summed to see if the combination of modes will lead to cracking. The total 
stress intensity factor ~ in that case fellows from an expression of the basic form 

{A3.1.4} 

(The exact form involves the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio to account 
for differenees between the tensile and shear moduli). 

This rule is used in the present study to take into account the effect of two 
principal tensile stresses acting on one flaw. 

Obviously, the type and the dimension of the assumed flaw (axial-symmetric 
stress over penny like crack versus hair-like crack in non-uniform stress field) can 
be expected to intlucnee the calculated value of K1• In addition, the location of the 
assumed flaw with respect to the maximum in the stress profile will also intlucnee 
the calculated value of K1• From a physics point of view, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the flaw (caused by the deformation during indentation) originates 
from within the plastic region. It not unlikely that it partially extends into the 
elastic region. The most likely size of the flaws can be estimated from the following 
reasoning. The flaws are loaded in tension, so they would be opened due to the 
load. However, in practiee, they are not resolved by an optical microscope, so they 
cannot be much larger than one micrometer. In addition, the tensile stress region 
extends only over a few micrometers, so it makes little sense to assume a much 
larger flaw size. The minimum dimension of the flaw can also be estimated. For a 
hair-like crack (length 2· c) loaded by a uniform tensile stress a the K1 factor is 
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{A3.l.S} 

Kc = 0.8 MPav'm for most glasses and the plasticity limits the maximum value 
of u toabout one third of the flow stress (u0 = 1800 MPa) The minimum flaw size 
that could beoome critica! can be calculated by rearranging eq. {A3.1.5}. 

( l
z 

1 3·K 
c --· __ c • S·to-7 m • 0.5 ~m 

mln 1t 0 
Jf 

{A3.1.6} 

In view of the foregoing, the size of the flaw (2· c) has to be about 1 
micrometer. Any choice however between 0.5 and 2 ~tm is arbitrary. A larger value 
for c leads to systematically higher calculated ~ values. Since the stress profiles 

decay away from the maximum, the sensitivity of~ with respect to the assumed 
flaw size is limited, especially if the flaw is located symmetrically with respect to the 
maximum in the stress profile. In calculations of~ factors using the samestress 
profile assuming values for c of 0.25, 0.5 and 0. 75 ~tm, varia ti ons of a bout 20% we re 
typically found. All the ~ factors reported here were obtained assuming c= 1 ~tm, 
unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

The next topic to be addressed is the assumed geometry of the flaw. The flaws 
from which cracks pop-in are intersecting shear faults in the plastic region in which 

the indenter is encased. There are some arguments to support that the hair-like 
flaw geometry is somewhat more realistic than the axial symmetricalloaded penny 
shaped crack. In the literature, the most commonly assumed flaw is the penny 

shaped flaw in a axial symmetrical stress state. This is probably due to the fact that 
eq. {A3.1.1} can be integrated relatively easy. The stress state over such an assumed 
penny shaped flaw located somewhere along the axis of symmetry under the 
indenter is definitely not axially symmetrie. The difference in the ~ value calculated 
for both flaw geometries was investigated in the following way. 

Looking at eq. {A3.1.1}, {A3.1.2} and {A3.1.3}, it is seen that the integrand for 
the stress intensity factor calculation in all cases is the product of a geometrical 
factor and the stress over the crack. 

In Fig. 3.25, the value of these geometrical factors along the crack face can be 
seen for the two crack geometries. In addition, a characteristic normalized stress 
profile is shown. It is characteristic in the sense that in the actual stress profiles 
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Fig. 3.25 
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The geometrical factors and a typical stress profile used to investigate 
the influence of the flaw geometry on the calculated K value. 

analyzed, the decay rate is usually such that the stress value at the flaw tip position 

is typically 20% less than the maximum stress value. Using equations {A3.1.1}, 

{A3.1.2} and {A3.1.3}, "K factors" were now calculated for the hair-like and the 

axial symmetrical crack geometries. By themselves, these numbers are quite 

meaningless, but their ratio is the same as would be obtained oomparing two actual 

~ factors calculated using the two crack geometries and the same stress profile. It 

was found that the ~ value calculated assuming a hair-like crack is typically 30 to 

40 percent higher than for a penny shaped crack. 

In view of the arguments presenled (visibility, minimum crack size that could 

lead to cracking in view of maximum stress value and limited extend of tensile stress 

region), it was decided to assume a hair-like flaw geometry for the ~ calculations. 

The last point that needs clarification is the influence of the assumed location 

of the flaw with respect to the position of the extreme value in the stress profile. 

In Fig. 3.26, three situations that were compared are illustrated. The first two 

are the K1 factors at the right (.14) and left (Ku) crack tips fora hair-like crack lying 

completely in the elastic region. The third case was that of a crack located with its 
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Fig. 3.26 
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The value of the K factor calculated depends on the location of the 
jlaw with respect to the maximum in the stress profile. 

center at the position of the maximum in the stress profile. In the latter case, the 
stress profile over the crack was assumed to be symmetrical over the crack (~) 

(the stress in the elastic region was taken). It was found that the values of~~ and 
~sym calculated were virtually the same, and the values for K1r were typically 30% 

lower for values of ~sym up to 0.3 MPav'm, while for higher values the difference 
decreased to about 10%. The observations of crack initiation during the indentalion 
experiments suggest that the cracks, directly after initiation at the boundary of the 
plastic zone, run both toward the indenter and away from it (virtually simultaneous 
extension of both crack tips). Therefore, it was decided to use the ~sym methad to 
calculate ~ factors, and all values presented have been calculated this way. 
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4. Form accuracy in precision contour grinding. 

4.1. Problem description, metbod of investigation. 

As discussed in section 1.5.1, the form accuracy of opties is essential for their 
optical performance (geometrical aberrations). The achievable form accuracy 
depends on the combination of machine tooi and process conditions used (section 
1.4). 

Form errors generally arise due to slow varying effects. The time scale of 
fluctuations causing form errors is similar (or longer) than the duration of a single 
cut over the surface (also called pass). For a more thorough discussion of error 
categorization and reduction techniques the reader is referred to the literature 
(Blaedel1980). 

The situation during contour grinding and the meaning of various terms 
frequently used tbrooghout this chapter can be seen in Fig. 4.1. 

Ground prome, k = 1 

I Headstock 
z{2,x) 

x 
J Center Edge t 

z slide t 
Fig. 4.1 Contour grinding situation, meaning of infeed per pass zik,x), cumuialive 

depth of cut zpc(k,x) experienced by the materialand actual cutting depth 
Za(k,x). 
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During a cut, the grinding wheel moves in x-direction trom the edge of the part 
toward the center, at a speed vr In later sections, discrete x-positions (X.), spaeed 
a distance f apart are considered. This feed rate fis given by 

60·v /- __ x 

N, 
{4.1} 

with NP the part speed in rpm and vx in mm/s. In contour grinding, during an 
arbitrary cut (index k) the grinding wheel is given an infeed denoted by z"(k,x) by 
moving the z-slide. During cut number k, at position x, the cumuialive infeed is 
given by z".,(k,x): 

l 

z.rc(k,x) - :E t 8(n,x) {4.2} 
n-1 

The actual depth of cut in pass k, position x, is z"(k,x) and the total depth of cut 
at position x after pass k is 

l 

z«(k,x) - :E z.(k,x) {4.3} 

n-1 

The grinding force in z-direction (cut number k, position x) is F(k,x). 
A distinction is made between the infeed (machine slide displacement) and the 

cumulative dep tb of cut as experienced by the part material. The cumulative dep tb 
of cut ~(k,x) experienced by the. part material is the difference between the 
cumulative infeed z".,(k,x) and the total depth of preceding cuts z..e(k-l,x). 

{4.4} 

The indices k and x are omitted when considering x as a continuons variabie and 

when discussing a variabie in a general context, without referring to a specific cut. 

The problems addressed in this study will be illustrated by discussing 
expertmental results of a grinding operadon (Fig. 4.2). Before each cut, the machine 
z-slide is moved z"(k,x)=ll'fll in the z-direction. In all experiments reported in this 
thesis, such uniform infeed profiles were used, insteadof the non-uniform infeed 
profiles used when grinding a complex contour. The grinding wheel comes in 
contact near the edge of the initially flat part and is moved toward the centerline 
of the part. At the edge of the cylindrical part, a reference step bas been ground 
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before the test. After k cuts, the total infeed z..:(k,x) is k san (Part speed NP=lOO 

rpm, wheel speed Nw=40.00J rpm). 
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Grinding forces 

3 

1: z5(1 ,x) = 1 ~m, z5c(1 ,x) = 1 ~m 
2: z5(2,x} = 1 ~m, z5c(2.x) = 2 ~m 
3: z5(3,x) = 1 ~m, Z5c(3,x) = 3 ~m 
4: z5(4,x) = 1 ~m, z5c(4,x) = 41Jm 
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(b) 

Fig. 4.2 Grindingforce F (a) and surface profiles (b) ground in glass (type BK7) with 
infeeds of 1 pm each cut. Resin bond wheel (K +888), feed rate vx=2 mm/min. 
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Fig. 4.2 (a) shows the grinding force (F), measured in the z-direction, and ground 

surface profiles (Fig. 4.2 (b), height z as a tunetion of the radial coordinate x) after 

subsequent cuts. At the edge of the part, the grinding force is largest, it decreases 

as the grinding wheel moves toward the center. The maximum value of the force 

during a cut (F maJ beoomes higher in consecutive cuts. 

Looking at the ground profiles in Fig. 4.2, it is noted that after the first cut, the 

profile z(x) is non-linear in x, so the actual depth of cut has not been uniform as 

intended. In the second and third cuts, the shape of the ground profiles changes 

slightly. The dirterenee in the shape of the ground profiles beoomes less in 

following cuts. There is an evident similarity between the form of the ground 

profiles and the conesponding force curves. 

In precision contour grinding, thermal and other environmental effects, 

deflections due to the compliance of the machine tooi and the grinding wheel, and 
grinding wheel wear are sourees of form errors. At the outset of this investigation, 
the relations between the machine characteristics and the process variables on one 

side and the form of the ground profile on the other were not understood. 

The experimental results discussed above indicate that the process bas a "memory 

effect" in the sense that the profile (error) generaled in a partienlar pass tosome 

extent depends on the cutting sequence executed before. 

The purpose of the investigation reported bere was: 
- To study the effects of the grinding process variables upon form errors 

experimentally. 
- To model the process and quantify the effects of machine, process parameters 

and the memory effect on form accuracy. 

- To improve the reproducibility and the achievable form accuracy of the precision 

contour grinding process. 

The approach in this chapter is as follows: 

- First an inventory of the random error sourees and a brief description of 

appropriate counter-measures is made. 

- Next the machine properties and process variables which are likely to affect 
contour accuracy in a repeatable manner are listed. 

- The results of grinding experiments carried out to investigate these effects are 

presented. 
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- A model to quantify the effects of the dominant parameters and to simulate the 
process is presented. 

- The results of simulations are compared with those obtained from grinding 
experiments. 

- Based on experiments and simulations, a quite general theory is developed to 
predict the profile accuracy that can be reached with an arbitrary combination 
of machine tooi, grinding wheel, process variables and grinding procedure. 

- It is shown that the achievable profile accuracy can be improved by a feed 
forward compensation for the profile errors resulting from farmer passes. 

4.2. Random form errors in contour grinding. 

The term random is used bere for errors resulting from disturbances whose 
occurrence is unpredictable, and whose effects are not (yet) corrected by the 
measurement and control system. 

4.2.1. Environmental effects. 

Farm errors due to thermal effects in the machine environment are usually 
random in nature (McClure 1969). In earlier tests on the so-called Kolatje facility 
(Fig 1.6), this type of errors seriously affected the reproducibility of grinding 
experiments. 

Although the sensitivity of a machine tooi to thermal disturbances can be limited 
by good design (symmetry rules, choice of materials, metrology loop lay-out), 
suppression of these effects at the souree is aften the best way to reduce the 
influence of random temperature fluctuations to an acceptable level. 

A thermally stabie experimental facility (the ESDO, Fig.1.8) was built, to be able 
to do grinding tests in a thermally well-conditioned environment. The oil supplied 
to the machine slides is conditioned to within a bandwidth of 0.01• around 20 ·C 
nominal. The machine is operated in a relatively small down-flow laminar flow 
enelosure with air temperature control to within 0.04 •C (Peak to Valley variation 
around 20 •C). Even with these provisions, it proved to be necessary to follow strict 
procedures for the grinding and farm messurement cycles during experiments. Such 
procedures are useful to allow the system to reach a stationary situation after 
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thermal disturbances such as tuming on the coolant, or staning the headstock 
spindle. 

With the measures described above, tests on tbe ESDO reproduced much better 
indeed, compared to earliertests on the Kolatje facility (section 1.6). Test-to-test 
varianee in grinding experiments carried out on the ESDO is more often than not 
due to process related effects which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.2. 

The briefdescription given bere of counter -measures against thermal effects does 
not mean that they are relatively unimportant compared to the effects described 
further on. 

The study of thermal effects in a machine tooi (environment) and coordinate 
measurement machines (Teeuwsen 1989) is a field in itself within precision 
engineering (Franse 19901

). To achieve the temperature control for the ESDO 
mentioned was a considerable endeavor. However, the techniques used are 
state-of-tbe-an in the field of thermal measurement and control for precision 
machine tools. Since the emphasis here is on the precision grinding process, we will 
not go into details of the machine construction or the environmental control 
system. 

With machine tools whose linear motions are controlled using laser 
interferometry in air, changes in the index of retraction in the measurement path 
due to changes in the composition of the machine environment and barametrie 
pressure variations cause random error motions (Schellekens 1986). For the ESDO, 
these errors are in the order of 0.1-0.2 l'm typically over an 8 hour period (..0.1 

Jtmlmbar drift) in the x-direction, less in the z-direction due to the shorter 
measurement path of the laser interferometer. This means that over the duration 
of a grinding test(= 1 hour), these errors are relatively small. Several measures can 
be taken to get rid of these errors and enhance the reproducibility of the grinding 
operation, for instance:. 
- Place the intertemmeter in vacuum. 

Compensate in-process for the change in refractive index (wavelength 
compensator). 

- Reptace the intertemmeter with another length measuring system, such as a glass 
ruler. 

1 Section 3. 7 of this overview artiele and references Iisted there. 
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4.2.2. Surface of the grinding wheel after conditioning. 

Another error souree is the condition of the grinding wheel surface after dressing and 
trueing. 1t is uncertain whether after multiple dressing/trueing operations the 
grinding wheel has similar topographic and mechanical characteristics. 

In section 4.5 where the grinding experiments are reponed, this is discussed in 

more detail. 
This effect was found to be the major souree of varianee in our grillding results. 

4.3. Reproducible form error contributions. 

Some reprodoeibie errors are solely due to characteristics of the machine tool. 
Geometrical error motions of the slide and headstock spindie and the form error of 
the reference mirror used in the laser interferometric measurement system fall in this 
category. 

The form error budget of the ESDO (Table 1.1) shows that these contributions 
are in the nm range for small diameter parts. 

Another category of repeatable form errors are the deflections of machine tooi 
components and the grinding wheel due to cutting forces. These deflections depend 
on the stiffness of the grinding wheel and the machine tooi structure, in 
combination with the process variables chosen. The process variables and the 
grinding wheel surface condition determine the intensity of the tooi-part 
interaction, and consequently, the grinding force. The magnitude of the deflections 
(form error) in turn depends on the force and the combination of all the 
compliances in the structural loop. However, if the process variables are well 
controlled (reproducibility of all relevant quantities), the force and thus the form 
errors due to these compliance effects will be repeatable. 

To some extent, a similar reasoning is valid for the form errors due to grinding 
wheel wear. If the wear follows a simpte law, such as "the grinding wheel radius 
(Rw) decreases at a constant ra te, and so the radius of the grinding wheel decreases 
linear with the total path traversed over the part", the resulting error will be 
predictable/repeatable (Giridharan 1986). 

In practice, a typical resin bond grinding wheel shows a high wear rate directly 
after reconditioning. 
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During further use, for quite a number of passes, the wear rate is low and can 
benegleeled (when grinding small enough parts), until the wheel becomes so dull 

that reconditioning beoomes necessary. 

From preliminary experiments, it became apparent that deflections in the 
structural loop, in other words the machine tooi and grinding wheel stiffness in 

combination with the process variables, are the most dominant sourees of profile 
errors. It was therefore decided to model these effects and to investigate them 

experimentally. 

4.4. Qualitative discussion of inftuences, nominal parameter valnes 
in contour grinding. 

A schematic view of the contact situation during grinding can be seen in Fig. 4.3. 

Quantities which can be expected to have an influence upon the grinding forces and 
therefore on the deflections and form errors are: 
- The hardness and elasticity of the material to be ground. Tests were mainly done 

on the optical glass BK7, with a hardness fiv of about 5500 MPa and modulus of 
elasticity (E) of 81 OPa. Por comparison, tests were also done on a ferritic 17% 
Chromium steel, E=210 OPa, hardness 50 Rockweil C, which corresponds to 

fiv • 3500 MPa. 
- The stiffness of the headstock and grinding spindies (rotating at working speed, 

but for low frequency excitation). The headstock spindie stiffness in axial 
direction (kt,) was (experimentally determined) 60 N/#Lm, the grinding spindie 
stiffness (k.) measured in z-direction at the position of the cutting edge was 0.7 

N/"m. 
- The modulus of elasticity of the grinding wheel (Ew). Time dependent effects in 

resin binders are not considered. A grinding wheel is a composite of a resin or 
metal binder material, metal or polymer filter material, and diamond. The 
modulus of elasticity of a typical resin bond grinding wheel (Winter K +888, 07, 
c100, a resin bond wheel containing 0.88 gram, 7 "m average diameter 
diamond/cm3

, approximately 25 vol. % diamond) was derived from indenlation 
tests. A value of Ew=8 OPa was found. Typical values for the modulus of 
elasticity for the resins and polymers used as binders in grinding wheel are 
between 1 and 5 GPa. 
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Fig. 4.3 The contact situation during contour grinding. 
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It can be concluded that the filler matcrials and the relatively high diamond 

concentradon in the wheel does indeed increase the matrix stiffness. Tests were 

done using this type of wheel as reference. More resillent and more rigid wheels 

(polymer and metal bonds) were also tested. 

- The radius of the grinding wheel (Rw) was nominally 4.0 mm. This parameter 
affects the local area of contact in grinding, so it can be expected to have an 

influence. 

- The width of the contact area in the y direction. In case a line contact is assumed 

this will be the width (W) of the grinding wheel. In principle, the form of the 

grinding wheel can be expected to give rise to an approximately elliptical contact 

area. In that case the radius of the grinding wheel Ry in the y-z plane (Fig. 4.13) 

is of importance. Both the line and the elliptical contact situation will be 

analyzed theoretically. The experimental approach was to use cylindrical grinding 

wheels to approximate a line contact situation. The contact width W was 

estimated at 1 mm. 
- The feed rate vx influences the geometry of the contact area and therefore 

probably the grinding force. Typical values are about 1 mm/min. 
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- The angular velocity of the headstock spindie influences the amount of material 
removed per unit time and can therefore be expected to have an effect on the 
grinding forces. Typical values are about 100 rpm. 

- The influence of the angular velocity of the grinding spindie can be expected to 
be small, presuming it remains above a eertaio value, so that adequate space for 
the remaval of debris from the contact area is ensured. The grinding spindie 
speed in the experiments was 40.000 to 50.000 rpm. 

- The actual depth of cut z,. (Fig. 4.3). This affects the contact area, so it will 
influence the grinding forces (section 4.6.1). 

- The viscosity of the coolant entering the space between the part and the grinding 
wheel has been suggested to leadtoa wedge action. This effect was investigated 
using formulas presenled by Gross (1980). Calculations were done for typical 
grinding conditions, where water is used as coolant, assuming a linear decreasing 
gap height in the contact zone, ranging from 200 to 0.5 ILm. The results suggest 
only a small force due to this wedge action ( .. 0.01 N). This force is mainly 
determined by the angular velocity of the spindie (40.000 rpm) and is therefore 
virtually constant, independent of the grinding wheel position with respect to the 
part center. 

After this qualitative introduetion of the most important parameters in profile 
grinding, their influence will be discussed more quantitative in section 4.6.1. 
Grinding experiments were also carried out to investigate the effects of these 
parameters on the form accuracy in contour grinding. 

4.5. Grinding experiments. 

4.5.1. Description of grinding experiments. 

From the inventory in the farmer section, 16 parameters appear to be important 
for the profile errors in contour grinding: vx- NP, N.." kt,, k., Rw, RP, z., E.,., number 
of cuts k, number of spark-out cuts (additional passes without machine infeed), 
modulus of elasticity, hardness of the part, the shape (line or elliptical) and width 
of the contact area and the wheel surface condition after dressing/trueing. 
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If the aim of this investigation would have been process control for mass 

production, a two-level factorial experiment design would be appropriate to obtain 
the maximum amount of information trom only a limited number of experiments 
(Gibbings 1986, Wadsworth 1990). 

This type of experiments involves changing more than one condition at a time. 
The results obtained are the main effects of particular variables on average 
(averaged over the high and low levels of the other variables), and (depending on 
the experiment lay-out) an understanding of some of the interactions between the 
varia bles. 

However, to improve the reproducibility and accuracy of the contour grinding 
operation, it is necessary to develop a thorough understanding of the mechanisms 
underlying the effects of the dominant variables, including non-linear effects and 
interactions between dominant variables, and to identify sourees of variance. 

Therefore, the number of variables investigated was first limited using a few 
pragmatic rules. Next, a one-at-a-time approach was taken and the effect of each 
variabie was determined in turn while the others were held at their nominal values 
in the mid-range of the span over which these parameters are varied in grinding 
practice. 

The stiffness of the headstock and grinding spindie were considered as fixed 
values, ~ and RP were kept constant (4 mm), and Nw was kept at 40.000 rpm, since 
in practice, the spindie speed is determined by dynamic considerations. Cylindrical 
grinding pallets were used, to approach a line contact situation with W=l mm. 

In some experiments, more than one variabie is inevitably changed at the same 
time (E and H when going trom glass to steel parts for instance, or because the 
wheel has to be reconditioned duringa series of experiments) and in a multi-cut 
procedure k is varled automatically. This limits the number of experiments to a 
reasonable number. 

The reconditioning operation is treated as a souree of variance, not as a variable, 
since it is meant to bring the wheel surface in the same condition every time. 

The number of effects to be discussed in this section is therefore limited to 8; 
influence of k, effect of reconditioning, NP, vx> Bw, spark-out passes, part material 
and finally the effect of the machine inteed z.. 

After a briefdescription of the experimental procedures in the remainder of this 
section, the experimentally observed effects of these variables will be presented in 
the next section. 
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Most experiments were carried out on optical glass (BK?, hardness flv=5500 

MPa, E=81 GPa, v =0.25), some were doneon a 17% Chromium, ferritic stainless 

steel (E=210 GPa, v =0.3, flv=3500 MPa). Cuts were made on an end face of 

cylindrical pieces with a radius of 5 mm. 

A typical cutting sequence was to start with a flat surface and to make a number 
of cuts, each with a nominally uniform infeed in z-direction of z.(k,x)=1JLm. The 
(by far the largest) component F of the grinding force perpendicular to the part was 
measured during each cut, the form of the part was measured on-line aftereach cut. 

Description Parameter value K+888 SP2042 BZ387 K730E 
BK7 tests phenol poly- bronze phenol 

resin amide bond resin 
resin 

S cuts, v,. 5 times z.=l /Lm • • .. .. 
constant. 

S cuts, NP 5 times z. = 1 /LID, .. * * * 
increasing SO<Np<600 

2 cuts+ 2 times z. = 1 /LID, * • * * 
spark-out 20 times z.=O /Lm 

Part speed NP Np=SO rpm * 
varled Np=lOO rpm * 

Np=300 rpm * 

feed rate v,.=0.25 mm/min * 
v,. varled v,.=O.S mm/min * 

v,.=l.O mm/min • * 
vx=l.S mm/min • 
v,.=2.0 mm/min * 
vx=2.5 mm/min • * 

infeed z., z.=S times 0.25 JLID, • * 
5 cuts each z0 was raised in 
test. 0.25 /Lm steps to 

z. = 5 times 2.0 /LID 

Table 4.1 Summary of test conditions in experiments on BK7 glass with Jour different 
grinding whee/s. 
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Steel Parameter value 

5 times z. = 1 /lm 

3 times z. = l~!m, 
+ 10 x spark-out 

3 times z. = 1 ~&m, 
+ 10 x spark-out 

feed rate 
vx= 1.0, 2.S mm/min 

feed rate 
Vx=0.2S, 0.5 mm/min 

NP increasing from 
50 to 600 rpm 

Table 4.2 Test conditions during grinding tests on stainless steel. 

• 

• 

• 

Insome tests, aftera part had been cut this way, spark-out passes were made. 
A spark-out pass is an additional pass over the surface, without further infeed of 

the machine (z.(k,x)=O l'm). 

These procedures were carried out using four different geinding wheels, ranging 
from resilient resin bond wheels (Winter SP2042, K +888, and K730E) to an 
extremely hard bronze bond wheel (Winter BZ 387 (Holz and Sauren, 1986)). 

With all four grinding wheels, a test was also done in which the part speed NP 
was increased while the wheel moved from the edge to the centerline of the part, 
to keep the volume of material per unit time more constant than if constant part 
speed and feed rate are maintained during the pass. 

Tests were also done with resin bond wheels (Winter type K730E), in which only 

the feed rate vx was varied. Another series of tests was carried out in which the part 

speed NP was varled while all other parameters were kept constant. A number of 
tests were done two or three times, in some cases with intermediate reconditioning 
of the wheel, to study the effect of dressing and trueing on the reproducibility of 
the tests. 

A summary of the tests performed on glass is given in Table 4.1. A simHar 
overview for the test conditions during the experiments on steel parts can be found 
in Table 4.2. 
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4.5.2. Results of grinding experiments. 

As explained in the former section, the infiuence of 8 variables and one souree 
of varianee will be discussed in this section: the infiuence of the number of cuts 
k, the effect of reconditioning the wheel (variance source), varying NP, v.., Ew, 
spark-out passes, the part material and finally the effect of the infeed per cut z.. 

Those parameters that are not explicitly mentioned were held at their nominal 

values during tests. (Np=lOO rpm, vx=2.5 mm/min, Nw=40.000 rpm, glass part). 

Nomina/ conditions, effect of the number of cuts k. 

In Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, the grinding forces and ground profiles are shown for a 
test consisting of 5 uniform cuts (5 times z.=l "m) with the relatively resilient 
resin bond K+888 wheel. The part speed NP was ioo rpm, the feed rate v". was 
2.5 mm/min, a gtass part was ground. 

It is apparent that the actual depth of cut z. bas not been uniform as intended. 
In the part center, grinding forces beoome virtually zero each cut, and all 
material that was meant to be removed is indeed cut away. The (maximum value 
of the) grinding force increases each pass. 

The non-linear course of the grinding force as a tunetion of the x position of 
the wheel is refiected in a non-linearity of the ground profile, especially close to 
the center of the part. 

The "step" at the edge of the part (Fig. 4.5) is a reference plane that was 
ground before a partienlar test to establish a reference plane. The "hobble" left 
in the part center (Fig. 4.5) is due to an irregularity in the grinding wheel 
surface. In these experiment& no special care was taken to avoid this effect which 
is often observed. It can be avoided by rigorons redressing of the grinding wheel, 
or by changing the orientation of the grinding spindie with respect to the part 
surface. 

In genera!, the distance between profiles ground in successive passes, measured 
at the part center, is a good indication of the actual relative displacement 
between the cutting edge and the part between cuts, so it can be used to discover 
possible machine infeed errors. 

Reconditioning of the wheeL 
The experimental procedure included (re)conditioning the grinding wheel 

before each test. However, this was found to give rise to significant varianee in 
the results. 
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Grinding forces 
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Fig. 4.4 Grinding force F during test on glass, consisting of 5 times z,=l p.m, grinding 
wheel K +888, nomina/ conditions. 
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Fig. 4.5 Profiles ground with wheel K +888, 5 cuts, each nominally 1 p.m infeed, 
nomina/ conditions. 
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Grinding forces 
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Fig. 4.6 Grinding force in test with 4 times z,=l pm, K+888 wheel, nomina/ 
conditions. 
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Fig. 4.7 Profiles ground with 4 times z,= 1 pm, K +888 wheel, nomina/ conditions. 
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As an example, Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show forces and profiles obtained in a test 

( 4 infeeds of 1 "m) which otherwise is a repHeation of the one reported above 

(nominal values for the controlled parameters NP and vJ. 
The difference in the maximum value of the grinding forces (compare Fig. 4.4 

to Fig. 4.6) is caused by the different wheel condition in these two tests. The 
grinding wheel condition was apparently not optimal (did oot run truc) during 

the second test, which results in significant vibrations. The part profiles reflect 
this by irregularities ( oompare Fig. 4. 7 to Fig. 4.5). The force levels in the 
second experiment are significantly lower than during the first experiment 
(compare Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.4), which indicates that the material removal is by 
fracture mode grinding in the second experiment. 

Effect of the part speed Ny 
Fig. 4.8 shows the maximum value of the grinding force (F rou) during the last 

of a sequence of 5 cuts, each with 1 "m infeed, at different part speeds during 
grinding tests on glass. Looidog at the data obtained in consecutive experiments, 
a trend is suggested where FmaJl diminishes with increasing NP. If these data are 
compared with those obtained trom replicaled tests, with the same wheel at a 
later time, when it bas been reconditioned a number of times, the varianee is 
larger than the trend in the first set of data. 

• : Gomparabie 
0.14 f- wheel condition 

o : Different 
0.12 

~ 0.10 

1"\ 
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t 0.08 
x 
<1! 0.06 E 

I 

u.. 
0.04 ~ 

i -
.... 

0.02 
• 

I 

50 100 200 300 

NP- (rpm) 

Fig. 4.8 The maximum value of Fin tests were the part speed NP was varied. (Wheel 
K730E, v.,:=2.5 mm/min). 
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Experiments were also carried out in which the part speed was varied 
continuously, so as to keep the material removal rate more constant. 

Chapter 4 

The forces and the ground profiles were indeed more linear in nature, except 
close to the part center. This indicates that grinding under constant removal rate 
conditions can be beneficial, especially when grinding with resilient resin bond 
wheels. 

Effect of the {eed rate vx . 
Fig. 4.9 shows the maximum force F max in the fifth of a series of 5 cuts, each 

with a uniform infeed z.=l "m again, for different feed rates v". From the 
experiments with the K730 wheel, the condusion is that there is no apparent 
trend, looking at the K +888 experiments done consecutively, a trend is 
suggested. Comparing the data with those obtained at other points in time, the 
varianee caused by the wheel reconditioning operadon is Iarger than the trend 
observed during a series of consecutive experiments. 

Interim condusion regarding wheel reconditioning (dressing). 

The test-to-test varianee caused by the surface condition is such that no 
definitive conclusions can be drawn concerning the effects of varying the feed 
rate v" and the part speed NP trom the experimental data obtained. 

• K 730 E wheel, comp. cond. 
• K+888 wheel, comp wheel cond. 
0 K+888 wheel, different 
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• 0.10 

0.05 
-• • I 

... 2 
• 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

V x- (mm/min) 

Fig. 4.9 Maximum value of F during tests in which the [eed rate vx was varied 
( otherwise nomina/ conditions ). 
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Once the reconditioning operation had been identified as the main souree of 

variance, it was decided to monitor the force on the geinding wheel during the 
dressing procedure in funher experiments. This force signal was found to 
provide a reasonable indication of the condition of the wheel surface, so the 
varianee could be reduced somewhat. 

Effects of grinding wheel resilience and spark-out passes. 
The differences in the resilience of the geinding wheels tested was very 

apparent from the experiments. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. 

The results seen in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 were obtained in the following way. 

With each geinding wheel in turn, a glasspart was geound, 2 cuts z.=1 JLm infeed 
each time, foliowed by 20 spark-out cuts (no additional infeed, so 20 times z.=O 
ILm). 

The forces seen in Fig. 4.10 are those during the second cuts with the different 
geinding wheels. The SP2042 and K +888 wheels are more resilient than the 
K730E and the BZ387 wheels. The larger force on the more compliant wheels is 
accompanied by larger detlections and profile errors. 

With the more rigid wheels (K730 and BZ 387), the force curves and the 

geound profiles after a series of cuts with equal infeed are much straighter than 

with the more compliant wheels. After 20 spark-out cuts, with resilient wheels, 
the geinding force still had a maximum value around 0.03 N. With more rigid 
wheels, the geinding force is virtually zero by that time. The geound profiles after 
20 spark-out passes can also be seen in Fig. 4.11. 

With the stiff bronze bond wheel (BZ 387), spark-out passes effectively reduce 
the profile error, using compliant resin bond wheels, the profile error is still 
considerable even after 20 spark-out passes. 

Care bas to be taken in interpreting some of these experimental findings, since 

the effect of some of the variables are confounded with the intluences of others. 
For instance, the bronze bond wheel is stiffer than the resin bond wheels. The 

ranking of the resin bond wheels however, can change if wheels of slightly 

different shape are considered, or if wheels with different surface conditions are 
compared and the contact stiffness is altered (section 4.6.1). 
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Fig. 4.10 Grinding forces during second cuts, in tests on glass, using four different 
wheels (nomina! conditWns). 
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Fig. 4.11 Ground profiles after 2 cuts with 1 p.m infeed, (1 to 4) and after 20 x 
spark-out (5 to 8), 4 different wheels, nomina/ conditions. 
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Effect of part material (glass and steel). 
Grinding tests on steel parts yield results very similar to those on glass. In 

genera!, the maximum force under similar conditions is roughly a factor two 
higher when grinding steel. Consequently, the profile errors generaled by 
compliance effects arealso larger. 
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With glass, a complication is the transition from the ductile to the brittie 
material removal mode (chapter 3 of this thesis). With a large infeed, or when 

the cumulative depth of cut z.,c has become too large, fracture mode grinding is 

promoted. This results in significant (sub)surface damage, a lower grinding force 
and a much rougher part surface. 

Effect of the machine infeed z, . 
The multi-cut procedure (5 times a uniform infeed z.) was executed on glass, 
using the resin bond wheels under nominal conditions a number of times, for 
various values of z.. 
Fig. 4.12 shows the profiles obtained with the K730E wheel. The total profile 
error is seen to increase substantially with increasing infeed z •. The results 
obtained with the K +888 wheel are similar. 
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Fig 4.12 Profiles ground ( after 5 cuts) with different infeeds z • . 
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1: z,=O.I pm, 2: z,=0.25 pm, 3: z.=0.5 pm, 4: z,=0.75 pm, 5: z,=l pm, 6: 
z,=1.25 pm, 7: z.=I.5 pm, 8: z,=1.75 pm, 9: z,=2 pm. 
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To improve the accuracy of the profile grinding process, it is very important to 

understand these effects more quantitatively. In the following sections, a 

theoretica} model to explain these phenomena will be developed. 

Conclusions. 
The conclusions drawn from the experiments can be summarized as follows: 

- Compliance effects are the main cause of profile errors in contour grinding 

(after rednetion of thermal errors to sub-micron level). 

- In a multi-cut procedure with equal infeed per pass, the grinding force and the 

profile error increase in successive cuts, due to the residue (cumulative profile 

error) leftin foregoing passes (memory effect). 

- The number of foregoing cuts that contributes significantly to the profile error 

after a multi-cut procedure depends on the resilience of the grinding wheel, 

the condition of the grinding wheel and the machine stiffness. 

- The magnitude of the deflections in the structuralloop and the resulting 

profile errors depend on the resilience of the wheel matrix. This quantity is 

not necessarily the same as the wear hardness found in the catalogue of a 

grinding wheel manufacturer, since the details of the contact geometry also 

influence the wheel stiffness. 

- The grinding wheel condition after reconditioning is a major souree of 

varianee in the test results. This makes it dubious to draw definite conclusions 

regarding the effects of the feed rate and the part speed upon the grinding 

forces and the profile errors. 

- Given a grinding wheel between reconditioning operations, the compliance 

effects are deterministic and repeatable. This means that, when grinding small 

parts, wear is not a crucial factor and the force-displacement relation for a 

grinding wheel stays the same for a relative long period of time. 

The experimental results indicate that the profile errors generated in a 

number of cuts could perhaps be predieled by a theoretica} model of the process, 

and even more valuable, corrected for. This will be investigated next. 
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4.6. Theory, non-linear modeland simulation of profile grinding. 

The effects of the influence factors introduced qualitatively in secdon 4.4 will be 

investigated more quantitative. After the development of quantitative relations 
for the different effects, they are bundled in a cohesive model and used to 
simulate the contour grinding process. 

4.6.1. Physics and mechanics of tbe model. 

Machine compliance. 
Referring to Fig. 4.3, the headstock and grinding spindie compliances are 
modeled as linear springs placed in series. 

The machine displacement um due to the compliances of the spindies for a 
given grinding force F is 

F F 
u -- +-

• kh k, 
{4.5} 

where ~=60 N/jLlll and k.=0.7 NI/oLm are the stiffness of the headstock and 
grinding spindie respectively, measured in the critical z-direction, on the part 
center-height. 

The spindie stiffness of 0.7 N/jLlll is very small compared to any other stiffness 
on the machine, and a stiffer spindie can be expected to enhance the profile 
accuracy in contour grinding considerably. 

Immersed area of the grinding wheeL 
During a grinding cut, the grinding wheel is partly immersed in the material. The 
projection of the contact area in the x-z plane, seen in Fig. 4.13 as the hatched 

area, (also called immersed or interlering section A) depends on the grinding 
wheel radius Rw, the feed rate f (in mm/part revolution) and the actual depthof 
cut Za· In reality, the ratio of Z3 and R.., is much smaller than suggested by 
Fig. 4.13. 

The immersed area is bounded by the contours f(x) and g(x) which describe 
the outline of the cutting edge during two successive revolutions of the part, and 
the part surface before the current cut. 
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yz - plane view xy - plane view Detail of x -z plane view 

xi_1 xi lmmersed area A 

Fig. 4.13 The immersed area A depends on the grinding wheel radius R~ the feed 
rate f and the actual depth of cut z .. . 

In Appendix 4.1 the relation between Rw, f, Z8 , and the immersed Area A is 

derived. 

A -f·z _ __!_!_ 
.. 24·R.., 

The feed rate f in mmJrev follows from 

60·v 
/---x 

NP 

{4.6} 

{4.7} 

with vx the feed rate in mm/s, and NP the part speed in rpm. Eq. {4.6} is valid 

over a wide range, limited by (Appendix 4.1): 

{4.8} 
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This implies that eq. { 4.6} is valid only if the intertering sections in successive 

revolutions of the part overlap. 

The sensitivity of A to changes in the feed rate f, depth of cut Za and grinding 
wheel radius Rw can beseen in Fig. 4.14, Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16. It appears that 
A increases (practically) linear with both z. and f over the range of interest, and 
A is equally sensitive to these parameters. 

The immersed area A is a non-linear tunetion of Rw, and f, but the 
non-linearity is negligible for realistic values of z,., Rw and f. The * positions in 
the figures denote "mid-range" values for grinding practice, f= 10 ~tm/part rev., 

z.=l~tm, Rw=4 mm. 

The conclusions from this sensitivity analysis are: 
- The effects of z. and f on A are oomparabie in magnitude and (practically) 

linear within the range of interest. 
- The (non-linear) dependenee of A on Rw and f can be neglected; the second 

term in eq. { 4.6} is much smaller than the first, and variadons in Rw are 
insignificant. (so grinding wheel wear for example will not affect A 
considerably). 
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Fig. 4.14 Immersed Area as function of f, for various values of za • 
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Material removal and grinding force. 
The part material is removed by an abrasive wear process. The relation between 

the immersed area A, the removal rate dV/dt (mm3/s) and the grinding force F 

can be derived using the relation known in tribology as Archard's law 

(Rabinowicz 1965, Archard 1980, Zum Gahr 1983), in polishing as Preston's 

(Preston 1927) equation. 

Polishing Grinding 

Fig. 4.17 Comparison of the contact area and wear situation in polishing and 
grinding. 

In Fig. 4.17, the contact and wear situations in polishing and grinding are 
shown schematically. In polishing (or in a pin-on-disk wear test), a lap bas a 

contact area A with the part. If it is loaded with a force F and the lap travels 

over the part with a speed v1, the wear rate dh/dt is given by Preston's equation: 

dh F· 
--C 
dt A·H 

{4.9} 

with C a constant, depending on material properties and details of the contact 

and abrasive geometry. (The constant C for instanee takes into account the 

difference between the true area of contact and the projected area of contact A). 

H represents the hardnessof the part material. Equation {4.9} can be 

manipulated to express that the volume of material removed per unit time dV/dt 

is proportional to the applied load F. 
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{4.10} 

The comparison of polishing and contour grinding reveals analogical 
quantities in these processes. In grinding, the immersed area A corresponds to 
(the projection of) the contact area under the lap in polishing, the speed 
corresponding to the lap speed in the polishing situation is the cutting speed vW' 
determined by the angular velocity and the grinding wheel radius. The volume of 
part material removed per unit time corresponding to dV/dt in polishing is 
determined by the product of A and the tangential velocity of the part material 
vt . The equivalent of Preston's equation for the grinding situation thus beoomes 

dV C·v ·F 
--A·v- "" 
dt t H 

{4.11} 

In eq. {4.11}. vw and Care constant, so the important result is obtained that 
in the contour grinding situation, the grinding force F can be expected to be a 
linear function of the material removal rate dV/dt. 

This suggests that by varying the part speed and feed rate so as to keep the 
material removal rate constant as the wheel is moved over the part, the force 
might be kept approximately constant. This would in turn lead to a more 
uniform profile error. 

The constant C in Preston's (or Archard's) equation is usually determined 
experimentally. Theoretical models of friction and wear can be found in the 
literature developed to predict this constant from fundamental properties of the 
materialsin contact (Halling 1983). These models enhance our insight in wear 
phenomena, but their practical application is hampered by the fact that they 
generally contain many uncertain parameters which would have to be determined 
experimentally. In the present study it was decided to determine C 
experimentally. This can be done by applying eq. {4.11} to experimental results. 

Por a surface profile ground in an arbitrary grinding cut, dV/dt can be 
calculated accurately and F is measured during the experiment, so C can be 
determined. The result of such a procedure using the forces and profiles 
generaled in two different cuts during a grinding experiment is shown in 

Fig. 4.18. The assumption that Fis proportionaf to dV/dt is seen to be 
reasonable. The deviation in the center of the part is due to the fact that in that 
region, the grinding wheel starts to overlap the center of the part, and other 
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effects come into play. The parameter C in the grinding situation implicitly 
accounts for the difference between the total area of contact and the projected 

(immersed) area of contact A (Fig. 4.3). 
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Fig. 4.18 From a grinding experiment, the ratio of F and dV/dt has been determined 
(two different cuts). ft is virtually constant, except close to the center of the 
part where other effects dominate. 

Grinding wheel dejlection. 

The final step in deriving the model is to quantify the interaction between the 
tool and the part. The grinding wheel wear rate is low, supporting the generally 
accepted view that the contact is elastic from the point of view of the grinding 
wheel. The contact pressure distribution is approximately elliptical, following 
Hertz's equations for a line or an elliptical contact situation. The irregular 
grinding wheel surface can be expected to modify the contact pressure 
distribution (Greenwood et. al. 1984, Kagami 1983, and Tangena 1987). These 
modifications result in a broadening of the contact patch ( compared to the 
Hertz situation). 

The overall force, and the total deflection are still oomparabie to those in a 
Hertz contact situation where a normal force acts on two elastic bodies in 
contact. The slip in the contact zone (the tangential velocity of the grinding 
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wheel) is generally considered to generate shear stress in the contact zone. This 
alters the stress distribution in the matenals in contact considerably. 

However, it doesnotaffect the normal pressure in the contact area, so the 
total wheel detlection will not be intluenced significantly. 

Wheel deflection in fine contact situation. 

The grinding wheels used in this study were cylindrical pellets, to approximate a 
line contact situation. For an arbitrary value of the grinding force F, with a 
grinding wheel that is much more resilient than the part material, the detlection 
of the grinding wheel (14) in a line contact situation can be calculated as 
(Snoeys 1968, Johnson 1985) 

u _ 2·F·(l-v2
) ·[In (-2·~) ~· -"'-] 

w 1t ·E,.,· W a 2 ·(1-v) 

with a the half width of the contact zone, 

a - 2· 
~·F·(1-v~ 

tt ·E.,..·W 

{4.12} 

{4.13} 

Ew is the modulus of elasticity, v Poisson's ratio of the grinding wheel ( ..0.3) and 
Wis the width of the line contact (dimension in the y direction). 
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3: Ew= 6GPa 
W=1 mm 
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t 0.3 

;= 
::I 0.2 

0.2 

0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Grinding force - (N) 

Fig. 4.19 Calculated grinding wheel deflection uw as a function of F (line contact 
situation ). 
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The grinding wheel deflection Uw as a tunetion of the grinding force F can be 

seen for various values of the grinding wheel's modulus of elasticity in Fig. 4.19. 

The value of 8 GPa was experimentally determined for the K+888 wheels, the 

other values were chosen to investigate the sensitivity of the wheel deformation 

to changes of the modulus of elasticity. The wheel deflection is a non-linear 

tunetion of the grinding force. 

The sensitivity of Uw to variations in F and the modulus of elasticity Bw. and 

the severity of the non-linearity should be seen in conneetion with the machine 

compliance. In Fig. 4.20, the grinding wheel and the machine deflections llw• um 

and their sum ~ can be seen for Bw values which are realistic for resin bond 

grinding wheels, an estimated contact width W = 1 mm, headstock and spindie 

stiffness of the ESDO and practical grinding force values. 

The wheel deflection is a substantial fraction of the total displacement 

However, the machine deflection is larger. The total displacement and the share 

of the wheel deflection beoomes larger if the contact width W beoomes smaller. 

The non-linearity of the wheel deflection as a tunetion of the grinding force 

for the line contact situation is almast insignificant over the grinding force range 

of practical interest. This bas important implications which will be discussed in 

secdon 4.7. 
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1: Uw, Ew= 10 GPa 
2: Uw, Ew = 8 GPa 

Ê 2 3: Uw• Ew = 6 GPa 

n 2: 4: ut, Ew = 10 GPa 

t 
5: Ut, Ew SGPa 

1.5 
6: u1, Ew = 6 GPa 
kt, = 60 N/!Jm, k" 0.7 N/IJm 

E 
(J) 

E t· (J) 
u 
Cl! 
ëi 
(/) 

0.5 tl i5 

0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Grinding force - (N) 

Fig. 4.20 Calculated wheel dejlection u,. compared to the machine (u"J and total 
dejlection U1 (line contact situation). 
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Wheel deflection in elliptical contact situation. 

In practice, grinding wheels are often contaured to give the cutting edge a 
defined radius. Even the cylindrical pellets used in the current study will have 
some finite radius, so the contact situation will be elliptical to some extent. For 
this situation, again under the assumption that the grinding wheel is much more 
resilient than the part, the deflection due to the contact compliance can be 

approximated (Johnson 1985) as 

{4.14} 

with Ry the radius of the cutting edge in the y-z pla.ne. In Fig. 4.21, the wheel 
deflection in the line ('Rw=l mm, W=l mm) and èlliptical contact situation can 
be compared ('Rw=4 mm and Ry=l mm). 

The wheel deflection in the elliptical contact situation is larger for a given 
force, and the non-linearity of the force compliance relation is more severe. 
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6. Ew~ 6GPa 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Grinding force - (N) 

Fig. 4.21 Gri.nding whee/ deflection fora line contact situation (Rw=4 mm, W=l 
mm) compared to an elliptical contact situation (R..,=4 mm, ~=1 mm). 
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Conclusions regarding contact situation anti wheel de{lection. 
The comparison between the line and elliptical contact situation and the 

resulting compliance should be made considering at the same time the machine 

compliance. Por Ew=6 GPa, R,.=4 mm, W=1 mm, Ry=1 mm, k.=0.7 Nl~tm and 
kt,=60 NI~ this comparison is shown in Fig. 4.22. The wheel detlection for the 
elliptical contact situation starts to dominate the overall cutting edge 
displacement if the grinding force beoomes very small. In that case, the 

non-linearity of the force-displacement relation is also quite severe, especially for 
the elliptical contact situation. 

In practice, at the center of the part, the grinding force always beoomes very 
smal!. The experimentally observed non-linearity of the grinding force and the 

ground profiles close to the center (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5), when grinding 

with compliant resin bond wheels, indicates that it is more realistic to assume an 
elliptical contact situation than to assume a line contact. 

With very stiff grinding wheels, the wheel deformation is negligible compared 
to the machine detlection, and the force-total displacement relation beoomes 

practically linear. 
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Ew= 6GPa 
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~ 
::J 
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Grlnding force - (N) 

Fig. 4.22 Wheel de{lection Uw for fine (1), anti elliptical contact situation (2), 
machine deflection um (3), total deflection u,, for line (4) and elliptical 
contact situation (5). 
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4.6.2. Slmulation of profile grindlng. 

All elements having been described quantitatively, they are combined to form 

a cohesive model of the contour geinding process. The equations discussed in 

foregoing secdons used in the simulation are summarized in Appendix 4.2 and 

the flow-chart in Fig. 4.24. 

Simulated profile, k = 1 

X· 

f Cent~r Edge 1 

Fig. 4.23 Machine infeed z.(k,xJ, cumulative depth of cut zP<,(k,xJ and actual depth 
of cut zik,xJ at position X; , pass k. 

Equally spaeed x positions (index i, spacing t) in radial direction (Fig. 4.23), 

and an arbitrary number of passes (index k) are considered. The cumulative 

machine infeed z..,(koXi) with respect to an initial surface z(OoXi), in pass k at 

position Xi is represented by z..,(k.x;), given by eq. {4.2}. The cumulative depthof 

cut experienced by the material ~(k.x;), is given by eq. {4.4}, so the amount of 

material actually left bebind during former cuts is taken into account. 

During each pass k, at each position Xj, the actual depth of cut Z3 (koXi) is 

determined by the following iterative procedure (Fig. 4.24): 
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Input Rw, Ew, kh, ks, v, H, W, Ry, Vx, C, NP, Nw, Rp, Z5(k,xi) 

k 
z50(k,xi) = l: z5(n,xi) 

n-1 

For k=1 ...... kmax (For each cut) 

For i= 1 ...... Îmax (For all xrpositions) 

k-1 
Zp0(k,Xj) z50(k,xi)- l: z8(n,xî) 

n=1 

F(k,xi) F guess: Start value for iterative procedure 

Repeat until L!F <Epsilon 

(k ) F{k,X;) 
Um ,Xi = -k- + k. h 

~·~ Elliptical 

Uw(k,xi) eq.{4.12} Uw(k,xi) eq.{4.14} 

Ut (k,Xj) = Um (k,Xj) + Uw (k,Xj) 

Za (k,Xi) = Zpc (k,Xi) u1 (k,Xj) 

A (k,xi) = f · z8 (k,xi) f 
·1\: 

v1 (k,xi) = 
2 ·1t · N0 ·X; 

60 
• 

F (k,xi) = 
H · A (k,X;) · 111 (k,X;) 

C·llw 

L!F = F- Fguess 

F = F +a· L!F 0<a<1 

Z (k,Xj) = Z (k -1 ,Xj) - Za (k,Xj) 

Fig. 4.24 Structure diagram of the contour grinding simulation. The program was 
written in PC-Matlab, standard routines were used to solve the equations. 
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1) With a guess value for F(k.x;), and the known values for Rw, Ew. kt,, k. and v 

as input, the detlection of the machine um(k.x;) is calculated using eq. { 4.5}. 
The grinding wheel u.,.(k.x;) is calculated using eq. {4.12} or {4.14}, 
depending on whether a line contact or elliptical contact situation is 
assumed. 
The total detlection ut(k,x) is determined as 

{4.15} 

2) With Rw and f known, and the value of ~(k.x;) determined in step 1, the 
actual depth of cut z,.(k.x;) is estimated as: 

{4.16} 

3) With the estimate for Z8 (k,x;), the immersed area A(k.x;) is calculated from 
eq. {4.6}. 

4) A new estimate for the grinding force F(k.x;) is calculated using the assumed 
value of the constant C and the value for A(k,x;) calculated in the former 
step using eq. {4.11}. 

A new guess value for F is determined, and steps 1 through 4 are repeated 
until convergence of F(k,x;), ut(k,x;) and z,.(k,x;) is achieved. 

5) The surface profile ground, z(k,x;) is finally found by setting 

{4.17} 

In the next section, some results of simulations performed in this manner will 
be presented. 

4.6.3. Results and discussion of simulations. 

The results of simuiadons presented in this section are not meant to produce 
results which correspond exactly with experimental results. Simuiadons would 

have to be done adapting the width of the contact area (W) and the wear 
coefficient C (eq. {4.11}) to make the simuiadons match the experimental data. 

However, such a procedure does not improve the predictive power of the 
model in any way, since adapting C would in effect take into account the 
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varianee in the surface condition of the grinding wheel after reconditioning. 
Rather than to follow such a procedure, the uncertainties regarding the 

numerical values of these parameters in the model are accepted for now, and the 
effects of those variables tbat could be varled experimentally are reported here. 

Insection 4.7, a simpte metbod to circumvent the uncertainties associated witb 
tbe numeric values of tbe model parameters and make lbe model useful in a 
predielive sense will be discussed. All simulations presenled here were carried 
out taking H_.=5500 MPa, Nw=40.000 rpm and C=1•10·3• 

Simulations assuming a line contact situation. 
Porces and profiles simulated witb nomina/ va/ues for tbe parameters Rw, vv 

Ew, k., and k" and W (assuming a line-contact siluation) can beseen in Fig. 4.25 
and Fig. 4.26. Four cuts are simulated, eacb with an infeed z.= 1 "m. After tbe 
first "cut", tbe profile is slightly non-linear. 

The force calculated in subsequent passes is seen lo increase, until a steady 
state situation is approached. This has also been observed in practice. The 
profiles generated in consecutive cuts become straighter. In practice tbis bas 
been observed when using a bronze bond grinding wbeel and witb tbe less 
resilient resin bond grinding wheels. 

t 
u.. 

Calculated torces 
0.35 ..--------,,.----.,----------, 

0.3 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

0 

NP= 100 rpm . 
V x= 2.5 mm/mm 
W= 1.0mm 
kh = 60 N/~m 
ks = 0.7 N/~m 
Ew= 8GPa 
Rw=4 mm 

1: Zsc= 11Jm 
2: Zsc = 21Jm 
3: Z

50 
= 3 ~m l----------:;..s"'9 

4: z50 = 4 ~m 

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

f Center x-(mm) Edge t 

Fig. 4.25 Porces during simu/ation of equal uniform infeeds (z.=1 ~) each cut. The 
cumuialive infeed z." increases from 1 ~ (curve 1) to 4 ~ (curve 4). Line 
contact situation. 
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Calculated profiles 
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Fig. 4.26 Surface profiles calculated in simu/ation of multi-cut grinding operation. zsc 
increases from I pm (curve I), to 4 pm, (curve 4 ). Line contact situation. 

The simulated combined effect of a more resilient binder and a smaller contact 
wi.dth is seen by oomparing Fig. 4.27 and Fig. 4.28 to Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26. 
(Same cutting procedure of 1 ".m infeed each cut as before was simulated). The 
total profile error is larger with the more resilient wheel, the curvature of the 
ground profiles is more pronounced and the steady state is approached at a 
lower rate. 

The contact wi.dth W influences the relative contribution of the wheel and 
machine deflection significantly. A smaller contact width results in a larger wheel 
deformation and more pronounced non-linear profiles. This can be seen by 

camparing Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30 to Fig. 4.27 and Fig. 4.28. (Same cutting 

procedure consisting of 4 equal infeeds, each z.= 1 p.m simulated). 
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Fig. 4.27 Force simulated with a more resilient grinding wheel and a smaller contact 
width W (fine contact situation ). 
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Fig. 4.28 Profiles calculated in simu/ation of grinding with a more resilient grinding 
wheel and smaller contact width (fine contact situation). 
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Calculated torces 
0.3 ,.--------,----..,--------~ 

NP 100 rpm 1: Zsc 1 ~m 
Vx = 2.5 mm/min 2: Z50 = 2 ~m 
W 0.25 mm 3: Z50 = 3 ~m 1-----~~!::.._--j 
kt, 60 NI!Jm 4: Zsc = 4 llm 
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Fig. 4.29 Forces calculated assuming a low value for W (line contact situation). 
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Fig. 4.30 Profiles calculated with a low value for W (line contact situation). 
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Calculated profiles 

NP= 100 rpm k5 = 0.7 NIIJm 
4 mm Vx 2.5 mm/min kh = 60 NIIJm 

2 

5.5 
5~~~~~~~~UL~~~~~~~~~ 

0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

f Center x - (mm) Edge f 
Fig. 4.31 Profiles calculated assuming an elliptical contact situation (R .. =l mm, 

Ry=0.25 mm). 

Simulations assuming an e/liptical contact situation. 
Profiles calculated in a simulation of the equal infeed procedure (4 times z,=l 

~tm) assuming an elliptical contact situation (Rw=4 mm, Ry=0.25 mm) can be 
seen in Fig. 4.31. The other parameters were such that this figure can be 

compared with Fig. 4.30. The non-linearity of the calculated profiles is more 
notabie with the elliptical contact assumption, especially at the part center. After 
4 cuts, the profiles are not as straight as those in the simulations where a line 
contact situation is assumed. This agrees very well with the experimental results 
obtained with the more resilient resin bond wheels. 

Conclusions from simulations. 
Due to the nearly linear force-total deflection relation, any trend in the 

grinding forces is directly reflected in the simulated profiles. In grinding 
experiments, the same correlation was observed. This indicates that the actual 
relation between grinding force and displacement is approximately linear too. 
Even for an elliptical contact situation, the force-deflection relation is close to 
linear except for very small grinding forces (close to the part center). 
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The simulation technique is a very useful tooi to clarify the effects and the 

sensitivity of the process to changes in process variables or machine stiffness. 

However, the model contains a number of parameters (C, W, Ry) whose 

numerical value is difficult to delermine trom experiments. Furthermore, in 

practice, the surface condition of the grinding wheel causes considerable varianee 

in the value of these parameters, so they would have to be determined quite 
frequently (basically every time after reconditioning the wheel). 

The nearty linear relation between force and deflection makes it feasible to 

formulate a linear theory to describe the grinding process, which contains only 

one parameter that can be determined experimentally quite simpte. This linear 

theory will be discussed in the next section. 

4.7. Analytic model of contour grinding and cutting. 

4.7.1. Linear process model. 

From the sensitivity analyses regarding A(f,Rw,z") and utfk,.,kb,E""F) reported in 
section 4.6.1, it bas beoome apparent that the non-linearities associated with the 

contact situation are small. If the non-linear effects are neglected, the force-total 

displacement relation simplifies to 

{4.18} 

with <; a constant, and the non-linear model presenled in section 4.6. simplifies 
to a set of linear equations (summarized in appendix 4.2). Such a linear model 
prediets a number of trends which in hindsight almost seem trivial, and will be 
mentioned only for completeness. 

- The grinding force F (component perpendicular to the ground surface) can be 

expected to be proportional to the actual depth of cut z", the feed rate f and 

to the part speed NP (at constant f). 
- The grinding force is predicted to be inversely proportional to the wheel speed 

N,... 
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With a linear process model it beoomes possible to: 
- Find an analytical expression for the degree to which the cutting edge truly 

follows the slide motion ( motion copying ability of the combination machine 

and process). 
- Derive analytical expressions to predict the achievable accuracy of an arbitrary 

multi-cut procedure for a given machine and grinding wheel stiffness. 
- Investigate the "memory effect" in contour grinding (how many passes are 

needed to reach a stabie situation). 
- Calculate the number of spark-out cuts needed to reduce a form error to a 

specified value (Tiusty 1972). 
- Specify an infeed profile to compensate for the profile error due to 

compliance effects (feed forward) and grind a desired profile more accurate, 
and more efficient (shorter production time). 

In this section, the focus is on the effects of multiple cuts. The infeed and 
cumulative depth of cut, at an arbitrary x position, are considered. This means 
that the factor p which will be introduced next can be treated as a constant value 
(for a given value of x), and the indices k and n are used in the following 
formulas to indicate the number of cuts. In the next section the dependenee of p 
on the position x is also considered. 

In Appendix 4.2, it is shown that the linear model prediets that the actual 
depthof cut z.(k) fora given value of v1 (given x position) is a constant fraction 
(p) of the cumuialive depthof cut experienced by the material zpc(k), in cut 
number k. 

O~p~l {4.19} 

The residue (profile error e(k) after cut number k) can also be defined: 

e(k) - (1-p) ·z,c(k) {4.20} 

The numerical value of p can be expressed as (see also Appendix 4.2) 

which shows how p depends on the resilience of the wheel, the geometry of the 
contact area and the machine stiffness (expressed by ~), the wheel and part size 
and speeds (via N.., Rw, NP and x), and the hardness of the part (H). 
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Por accurate contour grinding, p should be high. The closer p is to 1, the 
better the actual cutting depth corresponds to the machine infeed. Therefore, p 
is called the motion copying ability for the combination of machine and process. 

Equation {4.21} indicates that to get p close to 1, the first term in the 
denominator should be made larger than the second. Equation { 4.21} shows how 
the machine, grinding wheel and process parameters can be manipulated to 
achieve this in practice. Por p close to 1, eq. { 4.21} can be simplified further 
(Appendix 4.2, eq. {A4.2.21) and p beoomes nearly linear in x. 

Por low values of p, the character of the operation changes from grinding to 
polishing. In that regime, the motion copying ability is low and the material 
removal beoomes determined by the dwell time of the tooi rather than the slide 
motions. 

To make the following expressions more widely applicable, the variables with 
dimension length can be considered to be normalized with respect to an 
arbitrary value of the infeed per pass z,.(k). Normalized quantities are indicated 
by a - symbol. 

Por a series of cuts, consisting of equal machine infeeds z,.(k), the cumulative 
depth of cut z,.(k) in an arbitrary pass consists of the sum of z.(k) (for that 
particular cut) and the residue leftafter the preceding pass. Alternatively, it can 
be stated that in cut number k, the intended depth of cut is equal to k-z,.(k) 
diminished with the total amount of material actually removed at that location 
in foregoing passes. The actual (dimensionless) depth of cut in pass k, za(k), will 
again be a fraction p of this cumulative depth of cut in pass k: 

{4.22} 

If k goes to infinity, Z3 (k) tends to 1 (Fig. 4.32). This reflects grinding practice 
in the sense that the actual depth of cut will, due to the compliance, always be 
less than, and in the limit equal to, the machine infeed. In how many passes the 
steady state is reached in which z,.(k) practically equals the infeed per pass z.(k) 
depends on the value of p (Fig. 4.32). The number of passes it takes to reach the 
steady state (for say 95%) for an arbitrary p value is the "horizon" of the 
"memory effect" in contour grinding. It indicates the number of past cuts that, 
through the profile error generated in those passes, influences the form (error) 
of the profile ground in the current cut. 
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Fig 4.32 Ratio of actual depth of cut za and infeed per pass z, in successive cuts for 
various values of p. 

It is also interesting to look at the series that describes the development of the 

residue (total profile error e(k)) leftafter subsequent passes. 

The (normalized) residue è(k) leftafter pass k (total profile error) is 

{4.23} 

If k goes to infinity, this profile error ë goes to a limit value of 

{4.24} 

This can be made plausible by looking at. the value of the cumulative depth of 

cut in the steady state situation, where (normalized with respect to z.) the actual 

depth of cut Za equals the infeed per cut z. and so 

i(J(k) - P'i,.,(k) - 1 - p·(l +émJ {4.25} 

Solving ëlim from eq. {4.25} gives eq. {4.24}. For p close to 1, eq. {A4.2.21} 

and {A4.2.22} can be substituted in eq. {4.24} and e1;m can be expressed as; 
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forp•l: {4.26} 

4. 7 .2. Experimental detennination of p. 

The multi-cut, uniform infeed procedure can be used to determine p since after 

a sufficient number of cuts (see Fig. 4.32), the profile error will be practically 

equal to e.im· To investigate how well the linear theory approximates reality, the 
multi-cut procedure was carried out (nominal conditions) with different valnes of 

the infeed per cut z.(k,x). If the linear theory is appropriate, the grinding force 

in corresponding cuts and the profile error e(k) 01 e.im (after a sufficient number 

of cuts) in these tests should depend linearly on z.. 

Fig. 4.33 shows the maximum value of the grinding force during the second of 

a series of 5 cuts with uniform infeed, for two resin bond wheel used on glass. 

The profile error (01 e.m) after 5 cuts with uniform infeed can beseen in Fig. 

4.34. These graphs indeed show linear relations, supporting the idea that the 
linear theory adequately describes the situation. 

Using eq. {4.24}, the valnes of p forthese partienlar grinding wheels, in this 
partienlar shape and condition, at the edge of the 10 mm diameter part (for x=5 

mm) are determined as 0.71 (K730E wheel) and 0.77 (K+888 wheel). 

It is noteworthy that in these tests, the K +888 wheel appears to be the stiffer 

of the two. From the grinding tests presented in section 4.5, the opposite was 

found. This again stresses the importance of the wheel conditioning operation. 

The form of the cutting edge and, to a lesser extent, the wheel surface condition, 

may alter the compliance characteristics of the wheel. 

For the grinding tests on glass (flv=5500 MPa), the nominal conditions are 

vx=2.5 mm/min, NP= 100 rpm, Nw=40.000 rpm, R".=4 mm, and ~=5 mm. For 
the resin bond wheels used in this study, the experimentally determined contact 

stiffness together with the spindie stiffness suggest valnes for Cz 01 1 p.m/N, The 

value of the wear coefficient C (also determined from experiments) is about 

5·1cr'. With these numerical values, for x=5 mm, a p factor of 0.6 is calculated 
using eq. {4.21}. In view of the varianee associated with the dressing operation, 
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this agrees reasonably well with the experimentally determined values of p for 

the K +888 and K730 E wheels. 
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Fig. 4.33 Maximum force in second cut of multi-cut tests with uniform infeeds z, , 
using resin bond wheels on glass. 
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Fig. 4.34 Profile error (at the part edge) after 5 cuts with uniform infeed z,, using 
resin bond grinding wheels on glass. 
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4. 7 .3. lmplications and practical use of the linear theory. 

Equations {4.19} through {4.26} have important practical implications. If the 
force-deflection relation for a machine·grinding wheel combination is reasonably 
linear, prediction of the total profile error after an arbitrary set of grinding cuts 
beoomes feasible after some simpte tests are done to delermine the motion 
copying ability p as a function of the x position of the grinding wheel with 
respect to the part centerline p(x). Such a procedure circumvents the uncertainty 
associated with the parameters C and W (or Ry) in the non-linear model 
discussed in secdon 4.6. The procedure is to grind a number of cuts with equal 
infeed and measure the profile error as a function of x (Cnm(x)) when a steady 
state bas been reached. Next, using eq. {4.24}, p(x)_is derived. The profile error 
resulting after an arbitrary cutting cycle can now ~ predieled using equations 
{4.2}, {4.3}, {4.4} and {4.23}. 

Another practical use of these equations is to predict how many spark-out 
passes are needed to diminish a total profile error e~~ar~(x) to an acceptable level 
by grinding over the surface without additional infeed. 

In every spark-out pass (number n) the infeed z.(n.x)=O and the profile error 
e(n-l.x) at position x is reduced by a fraction p(x). The necessary number of 
spark-out passes (n) to rednee the profile errortoa fraction a (O<a<l) of the 
initial error profile estart(x) can be found from the condition 

(1-p(x))"·e-(x) ~ a {4.27} 

which u pon substitution of eq. { 4.24} and solving for n yields 

{4.28} 

The number of spark-out passes needed to rednee an initial profile error to an 
acceptable fraction a (O<a<l) fora given p value can also beseen in Fig. 4.35. 

A final and probably most important practical application of the theory 
presented is to generate a feed forward compensation for compliance effects in 
contour grinding. In this way, the inteed necessary to accurately generale a 
desired profile can be calculated. 
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Fig 4.35 Residual e"or (normalized to the initia! e"or) aftera number of spark-out 
passes for various p values. 

To do so, the first step is to carry out grinding cuts with known infeeds 

(normalizing factor z.), until a steady state is reached. 

In the steady state situation (Fig. 4.36), the ground profile is measured, so 

e1;m(x) can be determined. Next the factor p as a function of the x-position of the 

grinding wheel is derived using eq. {4.24}. 

Suppose the function describing the ideal profile to be ground in the next pass 

is Z;deat(x). 
The actual depth of cut to realize this in the next pass has to be (Fig. 4.36) 

{4.29} 

The cumulative depth of cut Zpc(x), needed in the next pass to accomplish this, 

compensating for compliance effects is given by: 

Za(x) 
t,.c(x) - -

p(x) 
{4.30} 
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t elim (x) 

N 

x-
0 

zideal (x) 
Zs {x) 

Fig. 4.36 Steady state error elim(x), profile zi4Ml(x) to be cut and infeed profile zix) to 
do so, compensating for compliance effects. 

Substitution of eq. {4.24} and {4.29} gives 

e (x)-Wx) 
z,e(x) - llm p(x) - [ellm(x)-z-Jx)] • [ëllm(x)+1] 

which when written out gives four terms: 

{4.31} 

{4.32} 

The first two "geometrical terms" can directbeseen in Fig. 4.36, the last two 
terms are "compliance correction terms". 

In imptementing this correction/prediction scheme practically, it is noteworthy 
that the first term fnm(x) in eq. {4.32} is generaled in preceding passes (see Fig. 
4.36). This means that to realize the cumulative depthof cut zpc(x) given by eq. 
{4.32}, only the last three termsof eq. {4.32} have to be included in the infeed 
profile for the next cut z.(x). Another aspect to be wary of is the sign of the 
terms in eq {4.31} in view of the location of axis zero-points (see Fig. 4.36) and 
positive coordinate directions on CNC machines. 
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Fig. 4.37 Profile ground with grinding wheel K +888, after 5 cuts, each 1 p.m infeed 
(1 ), and after 1 additional cut with a correction applied to the infeed to 
correct for compliance effects (2). 

The procedure described above has been used to correct the surface profile 

ground with the relatively soft grinding wheel K+888 in 5 successive cuts, each 
nominally 1 "m deep. The profile after these 5 cuts and the profile ground with 
a correction scheme as outlined above can beseen in Fig. 4.37. 

The correction applied was based on the assumption that the profile ground 
after the first 5 cuts could be approximated as a second order polynomial. In 
that case the infeed protile necessary to grind a flat part next time around 

consistsof a polynomial of order four (eq. {4.32} ). Such a polynomial was 
relatively easy implemenled in the CNC of the ESDO. 

A more general implementation of the correction procedure described bere is 

easily achieved by fitting other functions to the measured error profile élim(x) 

and by determining more complex corrections for the compliance effects. 

An even better approach would be to determine p(x) in a non-parametrie 
sense from experimental data (filtered so that only reproducible form errors are 
taken into account) and togeneratea non-parametrie correction profile z.(x) 
that is transferred to the CNC as an array of set-points for the machine infeed 
profile. 
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A small (= 0.1 "m) residual deviation of the corrected profile from a straight 

horizontal line close to the center of the pan is sometimes observed in practice 
even after a correction cut. 

This is due to the fact that the assumption that the force-displacement 
relation is linearis not completely true (especially close to the pan center), the 
steady state bas not been reached completely after 5 cuts, and the value of p(x) 
can only be determined with an accuracy which is limited by that of the on-line 
profile measurement ("' 0.1 "m ). 

The correction will therefore in practice not be perfect, and it is interesting to 
investigate the magnitude of the profile errors that can be expected after 
applying corrections in practical situations. 

In the simulation program, several correction schemes where implemenled to 
investigate the achievable accuracy that can be expected in practice, in view of 
how close a steady state bas been approached and the non-linearity of the wheel 
compliance. 

Simulations were carried out: 
- Considering different moduli of elasticity E,.,. 
- Considering line- and elliptical contact situations. 
- Using a correction scheme where ëlim(x) was approximated by a polynomial, 

and using a non-parametrie correction scheme. 
- Pertorming corrections on the first and founh simulated profile, generaled by 

simulating successive cuts with equal infeed, to investigate the influence of 
how close a steady state bas been approached. 

Fig. 4.38 shows examples of simuialed profiles. The results of the various 
simuiadons listed above can be summarized as follows: 
- Assuming nominal grinding conditions, a line contact situation, E,..=8 OPa, 

W ==1 mm, and applying the correction after the steady state bas been 
approached for 85%, the simulated residual profile error after non-parametrie 
correction was 12 nm. 

- For a romparabie elliptical contact situation, the residual error is only 
marginally larger (15 nm). 
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Fig. 4.38 Profiles simulated with equal infeeds of 1 ,.,m (curves 1 through 4), and 
using the non-parametrie co"ection scheme to co"ect the first and fourth 
profile (curves 5 and 6). 

- The difference in profile errors calculated after correction with a 
non-parametrie correction scheme compared to a polynomial scheme ( elim 
fitted with second order polynomial), is also marginal. 

- If the same correction is applied after the first simulated cut, where the steady 
state was only approached to 40%, the calculated profile error after correction 

is 75 nm. 

The profile error e1;m is currently measured on the machine using a contacting 
inductive probe (L VDT). The accuracy of such a measurement is limited to 
about 0.1 "m. Such metrology errors lead to inaccuracies in the correction terms 
in eq. {4.32} and limit the farm accuracy that can be achieved with the 
correction scheme to about 100 nm. A better measurement of the part profile on 
the machine would enable us to improve the contour grinding accuracy further 
with the correction scheme proposed. 
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4.8. Conclusions. 

- The form accuracy in contour grinding bas been studied both experimentally 
and theoretically. 

- After varianee due to environmental effects was reduced to sub-micron level, 
the condition of the wheel after (re)conditioning is the major souree of 
varianee in the ground surface profiles. 

- Monitoring the force signal during the dressing operation provides useful 
informadon regarding the condition of the grinding wheel. 

- Once a grinding wheel bas been conditioned well, its compliance behaviour is 
stabie and repeatable, not affected significantly by wear, for quite a number of 
cuts, on relatively small parts. 

- In view of the above conclusion, the deterministic nature of the compliance 
effects observed can be used to predict the profile errors that will be generaled 
if a profile is to be ground with a pardcular wheel (as long as it is not 
reconditioned). 

- Por the small, high speed air hearing spindie used, in conjunction with resin 
bond wheels, the deflection of the grinding wheel is oomparabie to that of the 
grinding spindle. 

- A stiffer grinding spindie (and the use of stiffer wheels) will enhance the form 
accuracy of the precision grinding operation significantly. 

- A model, including relations for the most important effects observed, was built 
up and used to simulate the profile grinding process. Due to the uncertainty in 
the numerical value of some of the model parameters, the simuiadons yielded 
qualitative information only. However, the simuiadons were very useful to 
understand the relative importance of the variables and to reveal the nature of 
the memory effect observed in the grinding experiments. 

- Especially with reladvely resilient resin bond wheels, the use of varying part 
speed and feed rate to keep the material removal rate constant can be 
expected to result in more uniform profile errors. 

- A quite general linear theory descrihing the development of the ground profile 
and the profile error in successive cuts bas been developed. 

- Based on this theory, predictions can be made about the achievable accuracy 
for a given combination of machine tooi, grinding wheel stiffness and process 
variables. 

- The number of spark-out passes needed to reduce a given profile error to an 
acceptable level can be predieled using the linear theory. 
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- The linear theory shows how the motion copying ability (p factor) depends on 

the process variables and the machine and geinding wheel compliances. This 

relation shows ways to improve the accuracy of the geinding operation. 

- The linear theory developed makes it possible to calculate a feed forward 
correction to compensate for compliance effects. Especially if resilient wheels 

have to be used, for instanee to achieve form accuracy and good surface finish 
at the same time, the correction schemes discussed can be used to enhance the 

contour accuracy significantly. 
- The correction scheme presenled makes contour geinding accuracy in the 10 

nm range feasible. 
- To reach this form accuracy in practice, as a first step, the metrology systems 

used on the geinding machine to measure the part profile and to control the 
slide motions have to be improved. 
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Appendix 4.1. Geometry of the contact area. 

Fig. 4.39 The contact situation in precision contour grinding. 

Referring to Fig. 4.39, the first step in the denvation of the expression for the 
(projected) immersed area A as a function of the radius of the grinding wheel 
Rw, the feed rate f and the cutting depth Za is to describe the immersed are 
segment denoted by oe. 

Taking 0 as origin of the cartesian coordinates x and z, hearing in mind that 

Rw> >Za and so sin( a) "'a it follows from the geometry of Fig. 4.39 that 

and by substitution of the Taylor's series approximation for cos( a) 

a2 
cos(a:) .. l- + ... 

21 

{A4.1.1} 

{A4.1.2} 

{A4.1.3} 
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the so-called parabolle approximation for the are segment OC is found: 

:xZ 
f(x)--

2·~ 
{A4.1.4} 

The immersed area A at an arbitrary point in time is now determined as the 
area bounded by (Fig. 4.13): 
- The curve f(x). This curve describes the position of the cutting edge in the 

former revolution of the part with respect to the origin 0 which is located as 
indicated in Fig. 4.13. The maximum cutting depth is Z3• 

- The curve g(x), which describes the immersed are at this particular time with 
respect to the origin 0 chosen. 

- The part surface. 
These curves are described by: 

xz 
f(x)--

2·~ 

Part surface : z - Za 

{A4.l.S} 

{A4.1.6} 

{A4.1.7} 

The total area A is the sum of the areas BCE and CDE in Fig. 4.13. To 
evaluate these areas by definite integration of the appropriate descrihing 
functions, it is necessary to find expressions for the x coordinates of the points 
B, C, and D to establish the inlegration boundaries. 

B : /(x) - g(x) - x _i_ 
B 2 

The areas BCE and CDE can now be determined as 

{A4.1.8} 

{A4.1.9} 

{A4.1.10} 
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%c 

ÁTM BCE- I [f(x)-g(x)]·dx {A4.1.U} 

%. 

%D 

ArM CDE - I [ :z.,-g(x) ] ·dx {A4.1.12} 

:~te•%• 

The evaluation of these integrals is straightforward. and the final result is 

{A4.1.13} 

Equation {A4.1.13} is valid until the feed rate f becomes so high or za is so 
small that no more overlap between the are segments OC and AD occurs. This 
condition (region where {A4.1.13} is valid) can be statedas 

{A4.1.14} 

In case f falls outside this region the immersed area is independent of f: 

{A4.1.1S} 



Appendix 4.2. Summary of variables and equations used in 
simulations and linear process model. 

List of variables used. 

A Immersed area, also called intertering section (mm2
). 

C Constant used in Preston's equation. 
Cz Constant used in the linear approximation of the force-compliance 

relation. 
dV/dt Material removal rate (mm3/S). 
e Profile error (residue). 
'1im Limit value of the profile error. 
Ew Modulus of elasticity of the grinding wheel. 
f Feed-rate in mm/part rev. 
F Grinding force. 
F"""' Maximum value of grinding force during a cut. 
H Hardness of the part. 
i Integer, used to index discrete x values. 
k Integer, used to indicate a particular cut number. 
kb Stiffness of headstock spindie (in z-direction). 
~ Stiffness of grinding spindie (at center height, in z-direction ). 
n Integer, used as counter (spark-out cuts for instance). 
NP Part speed (rpm). 
Nw Wheel speed (rpm). 
p Ratio of actual and cumulative cutting depth zJ~ (O<p<l). 
RP Radius of the cylindrical part. (Distance from center to edge). 
Rw Grinding wheel radius in x-z plane. 
Ry Grinding wheel radius in y-z plane (elliptical contact situation). 
um Machine displacement due to compliance. 
0w Grinding wheel deflection. 
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ut Total (machine + grinding wheel) displacement due to compliance. 
vt Tangential part speed (at any x position ). 
vw Cutting speed (speed of cutting edge). 
vx Feed-rate (speed of x-slide). 
W Contact width in y direction, for a line contact situation. 
z Profile height, machine coordinate. 
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z. Actual depth of cut. 
Zac Cumulative actual depth of cut. 
Z)c~ea~ Desired profile. 
z. Inteed of machine slide in z-direction. 
z.c Cumulative machine infeed. 
Zpc Cumulative depthof cut (as experienced by the material). 

v Poisson's ratio of the grinding wheel. 

Set of equations used in the simulations. 

The variables R..., W, Ry. v., E,.., v , H, C, ka, ""' NP, Nw> and RP and the infeed 
profiles z.(k,x) for the cutting sequence are specified as input for the simulation. 

Referring to Fig. 4.1, discrete positions Xj are considered, spaeed a distance f 
apart. 

60·v 
1---:r. 

N, 

The wheel speed (cutting speed) is 

V -w 

{A4.2.1} 

{A4.2.2} 

The set of equations considered simultaneons for each cut k and x position Xj 

in the non-linear simulation consists of the following equations: 

The inteed during any pass number k at x position Xj is given as z.(k.x;) and 
the cumulative infeed is 

l 

:t.#(k;c~ - .E :t.$(n,x~ {A4.2.3} 

•-1 

The cumulative depthof cut (experienced by the material) is 

t-1 

Zpc(k;c1) - z.:(k,xJ - L :t."(n,x~ {A4.2.4} 
11•1 

The machine displacement (due to the grinding force) um(k.x;) is given by 
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{A4.2.5} 

The wheel detlection due to the cutting force Uw(k.:Kï) is given by 

2·F(k.x)· (l-v
2

) [ ( 2·R.v l v l u (k,x) - • In -- - --
w n·E,..·W a(k,x) 2·(1-v) 

a: 
{A4.2.6} 

b: 

de pending on whether a line contact ( eq. { 4.2.6 (a)}) or an elliptical contact 

situation (eq. {4.2.6 (b)}) is considered. 
The total displacement of the structural loop ut(koXï) is calculated as 

The immersed area A is given by 

A(J:.x.\ - fz (k.x' - _t.:_ 
i! a i! 24•R.v 

The tangential part speed vt at position :Kt is 

2·n·N ·x. 
vt(J:.x) - P ' 

60 

{A4.2.7} 

{A4.2.8} 

{A4.2.9} 

The grinding force F(k,:Kj) is calculated using the wear equation {4.11} 

{A4.2.l0} 

the actual depth of cut Za(koXï) is 
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{A4.2.ll} 

After these equations are solved for F(k,x,), A(k.x;), ~(k.x;) and za(k.x;), the 
profile height z(k.x;) is found from 

{A4.2.12} 

Equations for the linear modeL 

Since the following discussion is quite general in the sense that the cut number 
k is irrelevant and x is considered as a continuons variable, the indices (k.x;) are 
omitted. 

From the considerations insection 4.6.1 regarding the force-deflection relation 
of geinding wheels, it bas become apparent that the non-linearities in these 
relations are small. Equations {A4.2.5}, {A4.2.6} and {A4.2.7} are therefore 
replaced by 

{A4.2.13} 

Practical valnes for c; can be estimated from the force-total compliance 
relation. c; typically assumes valnes around 1 "miN for the combination of resin 
bond wheels and the stiffness of the machine components used in this study. 

The non-linear term in eq. {A4.2.8} is also neglected. This can be justified by 

looking at the order of magnitude of f (1 "m), Za (1 "m) and ~(order 1000 "m). 
The first term will thus always be an order of 104 larger than the second. 

{A4.2.14} 

Other than these, the set of equations remains the same. From {A4.2.11} and 
{A4.2.13} follows 

{A4.2.15} 

which can be reformulated as 

{A4.2.ló} 
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and p is a crucial factor in the applications of the linear theory. The numerical 
value of p can be determined trom simpte experiments, and this takes into 

account the parameters that are otherwise difficult todetermine (C and <;). 

It is interesting to see how p depends on these quantities and the controlled 
parameters, since this shows how the process may be optimized. 
The first step is to reptace A in eq. {A4.2.10} by 

{A4.2.17} 

and to substitute {4.2.2} and {4.2.9} in {4.2.10} so that the following expression 
for F is found 

F _ /'(~-C2·F)·N,-x·H 
Nw·~·C 

rearranging eq. {A4.2.18} gives 

{A4.l.l8} 

{A4.l.l9} 

combining eq. {4.2.19} with {A4.2.15} and {A4.2.16} and solving for p gives the 
relation between p (the motion copying ability) and the process variables: 

C j·N ·x·H 
p-1- 2 11 

N · R ·C + C 'f'N ·x· H w • ..,., 2 11 

{A4.2.20} 
N ·R ·C + C 'f'N ·x·H w•"w 2 p 

Por values of p close to 1, p beoomes practically linear in x and the expression 
for p can be simplified further to 

1 p- • 1 - q·x 
1 + q·x 

{A4.2.21} 

where q is also a suitable number to indicate the process quality, since it only 
depends on the machine, the process variables and the part material, not on the 
part size. 

{A4.2.22} 
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1. Onderzoek van aspecten van precisie bewerkingsmethoden, met als doel de 
bewerkingsnauwkeurigheid te verhogen, heeft pas zin na een grondige analyse 
van het totale systeem. 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 1. 

2. Aan de hand van ruwheidsparameters, gebaseerd op statistische kentallen 
welke de totale informatie in een ruwheidsprofiel in enkele getallen 
weergeven, zijn precies geslepen oppervlakken moeilijk te beoordelen. 
Whitehouse D.J., 1978, Proc. 1nst. Meck Eng., Vol 15, No.1, pp. 179-188. 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2 

3. Eindige elementen berekeningen vormen een betere basis dan analytische 
modellen, voor het bepalen van spanningsprofielen en spannings
intensiteitsfactoren om het scheurgedrag van· glas bij indrukproeven te 
voorspellen. 
Chiang S.S., Marsho/I D.B. and Evans A.G., 1982, J. Appl Phys., Vol53, pp. 298-317. 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3. 

4. Om het optreden van scheurvorming in glas bij het slijpen te voorspellen, 
dient de interactie tussen residuele spanningsvelden om opeenvolgende 
krassen, gemaakt door verschillende slijpkorrels, in rekening gebracht te 
worden. 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3. 

5. De snijsnelheid van slijpkorrels in glas beïnvloedt de kritische belasting voor 
scheurvorming nauwelijks, zolang thermische effecten geen drastische 
veranderingen van het materiaalgedrag veroorzaken. 

6. Vergeleken met proeven in water-arme milieus, worden scheurverschijnselen 
in glas versneld in waterige milieus. Het is raadzaam slijpproeven waarbij 
geen scheurvorming achteraf mag optreden uit te voeren in waterige milieus. 
1nagaki M, Urishima K et. al, 1985, J. Am Cer. Soc., Vol 68, pp. 704-706. 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3. 

7. Methoden voor proef opzetten die in massafabricage en kwaliteitscontrole 
worden toegepast zijn minder geschikt bij het precisie verspanen, waar het 
gaat om het verkrijgen van modelkennis om foutenbronnen te identificeren 
en te elimineren. 
Wadsworth H.M., 1990, "Statistical Methods for Engineers and Scientists'~ McGraw-HilL 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4. 



8. De discussie tussen specialisten op het gebied van slijpen en polijsten over 
"kracht gesloten bewerkingen" versus "weggestuurde processen" kan afgesloten 
worden. 
Dil proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4. 

9. Veel discussies over "fundamentele verschillen" tussen bewerkingsmachines en 
processen zijn het gevolg van onvoldoende systeem overzicht en het uit z'n 
(systeem)verband beschouwen van slechts enkele aspecten. 
Dil proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4. 

10. De éénwording van Europa zal resulteren in een grotere uniformiteit van 
produkten, diensten en uiteindelijk cultuurpatronen. Verder zijn uitgebreide 
regelgeving, bureaucratie en gevoelens van onmacht bij bewoners van kleine 
naties te voorzien. 

11. Als reactie op de europese éénwording zullen in de volgende eeuw 
fenomenen als individualisering, nostalgie, traditie, ceremonie en nationalisme 
belangrijker worden. 

12. Eénzijdige invoering van een snelheidsbegrenzer in nederlandse auto's is 
vergelijkbaar met het wetmatig beperken van de maximale rekensnelheid van 
computers. In beide gevallen zou de vaart uit de nederlandse economie 
gehaald worden. 

13. Zolang in sommige delen van de wereld het moedwillig veroorzaken van 
milieurampen tot de heldendaden wordt gerekend is het bedenken van 
"groene" stellingen door nederlandse promovendi zinloos. 

14. Als het maken van kinderen net zoveel kennis en technologie zou vergen als 
het vervaardigen van zelfs eenvoudige robots zou overbevolking een minder 
groot probleem zijn. 

15. Een overeenkomst tussen technische specialisten en tweejarige meisjes is hun 
taalgebruik; voor niet-intimi zijn ze net zo onbegrijpelijk. Een verschil tussen 
beide categori~n is dat alleen bij kleine meisjes kennisgroei gepaard gaat met 
beter taalgebruik. 

16. Bij zwangere vrouwen en promovendi is vaak een zekere mate van absentie 
waarneembaar. In beide gevallen gaat het na de bevalling beter. 

Veldhoven, mei 1991 




